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Editor’s letter
Australia is rebounding,
reopening and reawakening
having successfully weathered
the COVID-19 storm. The vaccine
is making the rounds in the
community and the economy is
looking peachy, but the curtain
has been drawn on JobKeeper,
posing new fears for small
business owners.
In this edition of our magazine,
we take a closer look at
JobKeeper’s disappearance and
what now for businesses still
struggling to stay alive.
We recount and revisit the first
365 days of the pandemic in
Australia. We deep dive into how
our country has responded to the
pandemic and the challenges that
lay ahead.
We explore whether Australians
are better off pocketing a higher
wage today or if a boost in
superannuation contributions
would yield a better outcome.
Moreover, we ask some tough
questions regarding Australia’s
bitter feud with tech giants
Google and Facebook, exploring
the souring relationships and how
they got there.
This edition is also very special
because we farewell the small
business ombudsman Kate Carnell,
welcoming Bruce Billson who has
been appointed in her place.
Enjoy the read!
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A year on from the
wage subsidy that has
saved Australia from
economic collapse, the
landmark JobKeeper
scheme is reaching
its end. So, what
now for businesses
still struggling to
stay alive?
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A history buff and a tax genius: Brendan Cook
A long-time member of the IPA, Brendan Cook has had a
fruitful career in accounting and has been with Chevron
Australia for the past 10 years. He is also a big history buff,
even obtaining a Bachelor of Arts in History
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A gift to small business: Kate Carnell

I hope you enjoy the read and tell
us what you think by emailing
maja@momentumconnect.com.au.
Visit publicaccountant.com.au
and join the conversation.
Public Accountant magazine is
now available to read online on the
Public Accountant digital hub.

As Kate Carnell prepares to wave goodbye to the ombudsman’s
office, Public Accountant pays tribute to Australia’s first Small
Business and Family Enterprise Ombudsman – a woman who
will always remain the epitome of small business
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Setting clear direction
for our future
| Julie Williams FIPA FFA |

During the week of 8 February, I was pleased
to join my fellow board members, the Council
of Presidents, the IPA Group executive
team and select senior management for a
strategic planning workshop.
WHAT I was particularly pleased

about was the level of passion from
all participants wanting the very best
for the organisation. I can assure you
it was a few days of very robust and
meaningful discussion. While the IPA
set out a strategic plan to span 2020 to
2025, like all businesses, the plan must
undergo continual review.
As a group, we debated and analysed
the organisation’s strategic themes
that underpin the inputs and outputs
of the organisation as measured
through the balanced scorecard
process. The strategic themes include:
1. Be recognised as the peak
accounting body for public
accountants in the SMP segments;
2. Be recognised as providers of
the highest quality professional
accounting qualification in Australia;
3. Actively promote the Institute to
grow membership and revenues

4. Continually enhance our influence on
the profession; and
5. Ensure we have the best people using
the right resources.
As a result of our discussions, Strategic
Theme 1 has been recalibrated to a
much simpler but more meaningful and
powerful focus of: Building a professional
community for the SME and SMP sectors.
When we consider the efforts of
accountants in meeting the demands and
issues facing clients and employers in the
COVID environment, the significant role
of the IPA in the mental health landscape
and the ongoing advocacy for small
business, then ‘building a professional
community’ for these sectors certainly
resonates and becomes a core focus.
Technology and digitisation was
another key area of focus. We recognise
that the profession and therefore all
accountants globally must not just be up
to date with technology, but be leaders.

As such, we want to build a platform
to empower accountants to support
superior business advice to clients and
employers, so they grow and prosper.
The IPA as an organisation must
also stay ahead of the pack and for
that reason, we identified the need
for direct investment in information
and communications technology (ICT)
to deliver information and services
quickly, efficiently, and effectively to our
member base. Another major focus for
the IPA going forward is to continually
review and enhance our business
model and structure, both domestically
and internationally. The IPA growth
trajectory is important to all members,
and globalisation is a key part of this
trajectory as we work and compete in a
global world, which cannot be ignored.
Member growth delivers a sustainable
business model that underpins the
growth of the IPA Group and subsequent
reinvestment into greater efficiencies and
member benefits, including recognition.
The last point I would like to touch on is
the development of the Australian Small
Business White Paper 3.0, which forms
the foundation of the IPA’s advocacy
platform. This is a significant piece of
work, but I will leave it there as I am privy
to the fact that IPA CEO Andrew Conway
will cover this in his report. We look
forward to the launch later this year.

•

The most thorough tax depreciation schedule on the market

•

Nationwide presence in all major Australian capital cities
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FROM THE CEO

Andrew Conway

Follow Andrew Conway
twitter.com/andrewconwayceo

Building a professional
community
| Andrew Conway FIPA FFA |

As we continue to work in an ongoing COVID
environment and vaccinations roll out, it is
time to take stock of what we have learned
from the pandemic and the important work
and opportunities that lie ahead.
WE KNOW the important role that small

businesses will play in our economic
recovery; as leaders in innovation,
entrepreneurialism, with the capacity
to employ and grow. For this reason,
I am pleased to advise that the IPA
Deakin SME Research Centre is
bringing to fruition the third Small
Business White Paper, which builds on
the policy foundation of the 2015 and
2018 editions. Now more than ever, the
need to boost productivity through
unleashing small business and SMEs
will prove critical for Australia’s
future living standards as we strive to
recover from the economic setbacks
caused by the pandemic.
This upcoming edition, Small
Business White Paper 3.0, scheduled
for release in the coming months,
will contribute to Australia’s policy
roadmap, which has been shaped by
the changes and lessons imposed by
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the pandemic. Innovation and trade
policy have now taken centre stage as
we search for new industries and seek
to diversify and protect vulnerable
supply chains and exports.
For this edition, we are using BLADE
(Business Longitudinal Analysis Data
Environment) methodology, which is
used to study how businesses fare
over time and the factors that drive
performance, innovation, job creation,
competitiveness, and productivity.
This will enhance our evidence-based
approach, critical to the credibility
and outputs of our White Paper.
Education is critical to your ongoing
professional status. The past 12
months have seen increased need for
digital delivery and acts as a strong
reminder that we live in a digital world
that is constantly changing, meaning
we must be able to adjust and adapt
accordingly. For clients and employers,
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this provides opportunities for
accountants to lead the way to deliver
technological solutions.
The sense and presence of community
has never been more important,
particularly as small businesses
recover or transform in a post-COVID
environment. The accounting profession
is pivotal to this work and the IPA’s
focus will continue to be one of building
a professional community for the SME
and SMP sectors.
However, it is true to say that
the profession is at the crossroads
and must continue to build this
professional community. We must
assess all that we do including doing
the same things, doing them differently
and doing different things altogether.
This is very much about harnessing
those challenges and opportunities
that COVID has produced.
Again, education and ethics play
a central role, and the IPA will
continue to advance education and
ethical standards. This includes the
introduction of a Graduate Certificate
in Public Accounting as a meaningful
pathway for accounting technicians
and new entrants; and enhancements
to ethics education, which will
ultimately prepare accountants for
the future.

publicaccountant.com.au
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$94.6

MILLION
The size of the
Zoos and Aquarium
program

Post-JobKeeper
stimulus measures
targeting hard-hit
industries
INDUSTRIES THAT continue to
be affected by the coronavirus
crisis are the main focus
under a new range of support
measures announced by the
federal government.

Aviation industry measures
Under the support package,
discounts will be halved on tens
of thousands of fares per week
across 13 key tourism regions in
the country. The half-price ticket
program will initially operate in
regions including the Gold Coast,
Cairns, the Whitsundays and
Mackay region (Proserpine and
April/May 2021

160

PER CENT
The increase for
adviser licence fees
as part of the ASIC
industry funding model

Tourism industry measures
The government said it
has extended the following
programs to 30 September 2021:
the Domestic Aviation
Network Support (DANS) and
Regional Aviation Network
Support (RANS) programs;
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The amount of
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halved airfares
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airlines maintain more than
8,000 core jobs.
Support has also been
announced for regular
passenger airports to meet
their domestic security
screening costs.
Meanwhile, the government
revealed a new Aviation
Services Assistance Support
Program to help groundhandling companies meet the
costs of mandatory training,
certification and accreditation
to ensure they maintain
their workforces so they can
stand them back up when the
market expands again. It also
said it will reinstate domestic
aviation security screening
cost rebates for more than 50
regular passenger airports.

Post-JobKeeper support
must target viable
businesses, says IPA

Bruce Billson confirmed
as next small business
ombudsman

The government should target
viable businesses that through
no fault of their own are suffering
economic consequences of
COVID and keep them afloat
after JobKeeper ends in March,
says the Institute of Public
Accountants. Speaking to Public
Accountant, IPA general manager
of technical policy Tony Greco
said there are many overseas
assistance models to draw from to
assist in coming up with the right
balance so there is no shortage of
ideas in the public domain.

Former small business minister
Bruce Billson has been confirmed
as the next Australian Small
Business and Family Enterprise
Ombudsman, taking over from
Kate Carnell after her tenure ended
in March. Ms Carnell welcomed
the appointment, describing the
former small business minister as
a champion of the sector. “Having
played an integral role in the
establishment of the ombudsman’s
office, Mr Billson is well positioned
to carry the torch,” Ms Carnell said.
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$3,926
ASIC’s fee for a sole
practitioner holding
a limited licence

$6,000
The amount that
led to the first
conviction under the
JobKeeper scheme

publicaccountant.com.au

“Institute of Public Accountants
general manager of technical
policy Tony Greco said “the
reality is the year accelerated
pre-existing trends and,
unfortunately, some business
models aren’t going to be
intact when things resume”.
We do know there are a lot of
unviable businesses receiving
JobKeeper, and that ends
in March.”
Tony Greco, The Australian

Digital business
communication
“If anything good has come
from the COVID-19 pandemic,
it is the push to continue
Australia’s deregulation agenda
and ensure legislation is drafted
so that it may stand the test of
time and eliminate unnecessary
business processes. It is
vital that businesses benefit
from consistency in the way
law treats similar types of
business communication
now and into the future.
That is why the Deregulation
Taskforce is seeking to ensure
a principles-based approach to
legislative reform for business
communications is applied.”
Andrew Conway, Accountants
Daily

the International Freight
Assistance Mechanism.

Hamilton Island), the Sunshine
Coast, Lasseter and Alice
Springs, Launceston, Devonport
and Burnie, Broome, Avalon,
Merimbula and Kangaroo Island.
The discounts will be off
the average fare and will be
available on airline websites
from 1 April. In addition, flights,
routes and the total number
of tickets will be driven by
demand and are subject to final
discussions with the airlines.
Other new measures in the
support package include new
international aviation support
to help international passenger

The IPA has actively engaged with the media on a wide
range of important and pressing issues.

End of JobKeeper

the 50 per cent waiver of
domestic air services charges
for Regular Public Transport
(RPT) and aeromedical
flights; and

The Business Events Grants
Program will also be extended
by three months to support
Australian businesses to hold
multi-day business events,
covering up to 50 per cent of
costs incurred in participating
business events during the 2021
calendar year.
Further, the government also
announced the $94.6 million
Zoos and Aquarium program
will be extended by six months
to support zoos, aquariums
and wildlife parks to maintain
their animal populations where
their tourism revenue has been
affected by travel and social
distancing restrictions.

IN THE MEDIA

Small business CGT reform

Court hands down first
ever conviction under
JobKeeper scheme

IPA joins industry fight
against ‘shameful’ ASIC
advice fee hike

An individual has been convicted
by a court for making false and
misleading statements to the
Commissioner of Taxation in order
to pocket $6,000 in JobKeeper
payments, the first such conviction
in relation to the scheme. Raed
Saleh was convicted at the
Heidelberg Magistrates Court.
In addition to the conviction,
Mr Saleh was fined $3,000 and
was ordered to pay reparations of
$3,000 and costs of $282.

The Institute of Public Accountants
has united with a group of
professional bodies against a 160 per
cent increase in adviser licence fees
as part of the ASIC industry funding
model, referring to the move as
“shameful”. The total cost levied by
ASIC is now $1,500 per retail advice
licence, plus an additional $2,426 per
authorised adviser under the licence,
meaning a sole practitioner holding
a limited licence can expect to be hit
with a $3,926 bill from ASIC.

publicaccountant.com.au
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“This would be a good reform
pathway forward to address
current issues such as fairness,
complexity and sustainability.
There are considerable savings
to be made, which can be
directed to other measures
such as the small business
tax offset.”
Tony Greco, Public Accountant
Hub

SBCGT concessions
“It is going well beyond the
original policy intent in the
sense that we are seeing
excessively large claims
effectively being tax-sheltered
because there is no capping
of the concessions,” the
IPA’s general manager of
technical policy, Tony Greco,

told Accountants Daily. “We
anticipate that if this trend
continues, the concession may
become unsustainable in its
current form. The size of these
gains that receive preferential
tax treatment doesn’t align with
the original policy intent and the
concept of fairness and equity.”
Accountants Daily

Demand for services
“[There are] huge opportunities
to help small businesses
transform and go from surviving
to thriving. Accountants will be
at the forefront of assessing
viability and then either helping
businesses to exit efficiently
or transform into effective and
productive businesses.”
Vicki Stylianou, Accountants
Daily

Education deduction
“The economy has been
savaged by the financial
impacts of COVID and we are
supportive of initiatives that
are aimed at improving our
productive capacity. However,
along with COVID, our labour
supply market is facing the
issues of an ageing workforce,
the loss of skilled migration and
many business closures due
to the pandemic. All of which
require the need for individuals
to reskill to meet new
opportunities,” Mr [Andrew]
Conway said.
Business Acumen Magazine

JobKeeper payment errors
Tony Greco, general manager of
technical policy for the Institute
of Public Accountants (IPA),
agrees with this assessment,
and says it is important to
remember the JobKeeper
program was designed and
implemented “in response to a
crisis”. “We were all working at
warp speed trying to develop
the rules; it was a real ‘team
Australia’ moment,” he tells
Smart Company. It was critical
that the businesses received the
payments as fast as possible,
says Greco, and the ATO took
a “pragmatic” approach in an
emergency situation.
Smart Company
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UPFRONT
Budget

“THIS BUDGET, HOWEVER, WHILE ANTICIPATED TO ONCE
AGAIN SHED A KEY LIGHT ON SMALL BUSINESS, IS EXPECTED
TO PUSH FURTHER FOR THE CREATION OF A ‘STRONG AND
VIBRANT’ BUSINESS SECTOR THAT CAN PLAY AN ACTIVE
ROLE IN CONTRIBUTING TO ECONOMIC GROWTH”

It’s crunch time
With the federal budget just around
the corner, the IPA is demanding the
implementation of policies that will drive
business activity and entrepreneurialism
across all industry sectors
IT’S BUDGET time again.

May’s federal budget
follows the most anticipated
budget in history, which
has since been termed
the “war time” budget,
due to its crucial role in
the fight towards postCOVID economic recovery.
Regarded as being all

April/May 2021

about “jobs, jobs, jobs”, the
federal government’s 2020
budget was jam-packed
with business incentives,
including the loss carryback for businesses and
temporary full expensing.
This budget, however,
while anticipated to once
again shed a key light on

small business, is expected to
push further for the creation
of a “strong and vibrant”
business sector that can play
an active role in contributing
to economic growth.
Decluttering
According to the Institute
of Public Accountants, one
of the key themes that
must find itself in the first
few pages of the budget is
deregulation. In its budget
submission to government,
the IPA underscored the
importance of reducing the
overall regulatory burden
on small business to help
relieve owners of onerous
compliance tasks and reduce
the cost of doing business.
Among the IPA’s ‘declutter’
recommendations are:
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The government should
continue to emphasise
the need for ‘risk-based’
regulation, so individuals and
entities that are at a ‘low risk’
of non-compliance are not
subjected to inappropriate
and unnecessary
regulatory scrutiny;
The government should
continue to contribute
to and be guided by the
work of the OECD in
enhancing global awareness
of and applying good
regulatory practice;
The government should
continue to conduct
periodic reviews of
regulatory agencies/bodies
and statutory boards to
ensure that public interest
is well served;

publicaccountant.com.au

The government should
continue to use the Office
of Best Practice Regulation
(OBPR) to ensure that
laws and regulations take
account of the needs
of small business. The
government should also
strengthen the use of
small business Regulation
Impact Statements;
The government should
ensure that company
extracts and financial
statements lodged with
the regulator are made
freely available. We refer
to previous consultation
on this proposal;
The government should
pursue all necessary
measures to implement
one regime for registration

publicaccountant.com.au

and regulation of
charities and not-forprofits. We refer to
previous consultation on
this proposal;

Time to act on tax
Also top of mind for the
IPA is taxation reform.
According to the body,
reform has stalled in
Australia, in part because
most tax discussions
have been the subject of
political trench warfare.
As such, for a long
time, tax reform has been
stated as a key part of
successive government’s
policy agenda to build
jobs, growth and
opportunity, yet there
has been little progress to
achieve these stated aims.
The IPA believes an
effective taxation system
should be premised
on achieving:
Fairness – or ‘equity’ as
between taxpayers, with
respect to ensuring that
taxpayers in similar
positions bear tax at the
same level, but also that
tax is borne at a level
commensurate with the
taxpayer’s ability to pay;

The government should
consider the role of
regtech (technologybased solutions applied
to regulatory compliance)
and facilitate the
introduction, development
and application of regtech
solutions (especially
by small business) as
a means of easing the
regulatory burden; and

Efficiency – that is,
the system should
not encourage the
distortion of economic
decisions; and

A streamlined individual
registration system should
be introduced to enable
consumers to access
affordable and competent
financial advice.

Simplicity – the system
should be relatively easy
to understand and place
a low administrative
burden on taxpayers.
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In turn, the IPA is
demanding the federal
government renew
its commitment to a
comprehensive tax reform
process – a new process to
draw on all the work already
undertaken including the
Henry Tax Review and Tax
Forum. The government is
also being called to realign
our tax system to reduce its
heavy reliance on individual
and corporate income tax.
Among the IPA’s other
recommendations are:
Explore changes to
the GST;
Explore the use of a
parliamentary forum
(such as a committee) to
seek further stakeholder
views on tax reform;
Investigate the potential
implications of adopting
tax incentives for new
businesses, such as those
operating in countries
such as Singapore;
Explore options with the
states and territories to
either remove payroll
taxes or, at the very least,
to ensure the laws and
the way they apply are
consistent in every way
across the country;
Small business tax
concessions need to
be consistent;

April/May 2021
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UPFRONT
Budget

“ACCORDING TO THE IPA, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD
URGENTLY FUND A GRANT (OR OTHER SUPPORT) TO ENABLE
BUSINESSES, WITH PRIORITY GIVEN TO SMALL BUSINESSES,
IMPACTED BY COVID-19 TO ACCESS PROFESSIONAL ADVICE”
The instant asset write-off
should be made a permanent
feature of the small business
tax regime; and
The tax system should
provide targeted assistance
towards stress points in a
business life cycle, such as
the start-up phase or during
a temporary setback.
Moreover, the IPA is calling
on the government to amend
the law on full expensing to
provide SME taxpayers with
the same flexibility as larger
businesses, and to ensure
that larger businesses are
not treated more favourably
than those that are SMEs.
The IPA has also
demanded the government
make the unincorporated tax
discount more targeted and
prominent to small business
owners by significantly
increasing the cap to make it
a meaningful incentive and
by applying the tax discount
on a ‘per business’ basis. At
present, the IPA has argued,
partnership and trusts can
deliver a separate benefit
of up to $1,000 to multiple
individuals. The savings
generated by calculating
the concession in this way
could be used to finance an
increased cap amount.
To the moon
The IPA is casting a
spotlight on the research
and development tax

April/May 2021

incentive, by demanding the
government show greater
support to Australia’s
smaller businesses
undertaking R&D activities.
According to the body,
R&D subsidies offered by
government to the business
community fundamentally
tackle market failures as
they primarily incentivise
businesses to conduct
additional R&D. These tax
incentives thereby address
potential underinvestment
in R&D in a manner that
enhances positive spill overs,
however, given significant
financial and other economic
constraints facing small
businesses in Australia, the
current R&D tax incentive
scheme can be optimised.
To remedy these issues the
IPA is proposing:

Collaboration incentives
for SMEs to increase
collaboration by using
indirect incentives through
the taxation system; and

An increase in SME
subsidies and a return to
the fixed rate incentive (at
43.5 per cent) to remove
the erosion of effective
relief provided by the credit
due to slated decreases in
corporate taxation rates;

The broadening of
eligible R&D activity to
include software-related
research activities; and
provide clear advice on
the requirements for
software to comply with
the requirements of
the R&DTI.

A quarterly offset for SMEs
as an alternative way to
provide cash for SMEs to
invest in R&D;
Collaboration vouchers to
provide direct funding to
research projects, operating
similar to grants by
addressing the limited cash
resources available to SMEs;

Wages, wages, wages
Arguing that short-term
hiring programs and
subsidies are only effective if
they comprise a substantial
training element, the IPA has
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to assess their financial
position and determine their
viability and future prospects
in the recovery phase.
Specifically, under the
Small Business Viability
Review program – proposed
jointly by the accounting
bodies – small businesses
with up to $10 million in
annual turnover would be
eligible to obtain a subsidy
valued up to $5,000 to
access a tailored 15-month
plan from an accredited
professional on how and
whether to turn around their
business or exit.

called on the government to
have regard to the research
that might provide useful
indicators, considerations
and features, as well
as noting international
comparisons, when
designing policies to aid our
recovery from this crisis
and post-COVID-19.
The body noted that
programs are more likely
to yield positive results
when GDP growth is
higher and unemployment
lower; and that programs
aimed at building human
capital, such as vocational
training, independent
worker assistance and wage
subsidies, show significant
positive impact.

publicaccountant.com.au

Testing viability
Despite numerous support
measures introduced
by governments at all
levels, many businesses
have been unable to
keep operating and have
closed permanently.
As such, the IPA has
reiterated calls for a funded
subsidy to ensure small
businesses can access
urgently needed professional
advice on their viability.
According to the IPA, the
federal government should
urgently fund a grant (or
other support) to enable
businesses, with priority
given to small businesses,
impacted by COVID-19 to
access professional advice
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Innovation
Given that innovative firms
are known to create more
jobs than any other business
category, the IPA is calling on
the federal, state, territory
and local governments in
Australia to do everything
within their scope to assist
businesses in understanding
the value of innovation
and, where appropriate,
to provide financial
and other incentives to
encourage innovative
thinking within the small
business community.
Noting an apparent
lack of appropriate
acknowledgement by
small businesses of the
importance of innovation,
the IPA is recommending the
government provide more
support for research and
development by small and
medium-sized firms.
The IPA has also asked for:
Better linkages should
develop between cuttingedge research universities
and industry;
Encouragement
for firms to adopt
‘continuous improvement’
methods to embed
incremental innovation;

BILLION
The amount the government
is lowering taxes, including
$9 billion in 2020‑21 and an
estimated $32 billion in 2021‑22

Tax breaks for companies
acquiring new technologies
not developed in-house;
Tax allowance for
companies investing in
intellectual property
protection (through
patents, copyright,
trademarks, design rights
etc) in-house; and
A pool of funds for
further research into
youth entrepreneurship
in Australia, so policy
decisions made in
this area are based on
research evidence.
Internationalisation
Throughout its extensive
research, the IPA has found
that there is much to be
done to help Australian
SMEs ‘raise their game’ in the
international marketplace
and especially in terms
of trade diversification
to help on the road to
post- COVID recovery.
In turn, the IPA is
suggesting more priority
be placed facilitating SME
exports in the six most
internationally-active
industries – including
mining, agriculture,
manufacturing, wholesale,
information media, and
professional services.
Moreover, the IPA believes
targeted export incentives,
support for networking
and international
collaboration, business
matching opportunities,
and facilitating access to
finance would encourage
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small and self-employed
firms to participate in
foreign markets.
Clear guidance, the IPA
stressed, is also key, with
the government required to
provide detailed information
provision, such as the
provision of tailored advice
and a mentoring program
for firms internationalising
in different
geographical markets.
Clear head
Last, but not least, the IPA
stressed that to make a
significant and sustainable
improvement to mental
health and to address the
economic and financial
impact, there needs to be a
holistic approach.
While noting the
importance of its current
program to train 5,000
accountants to recognise
mental health stressors
among their clients, made
possible via a $2.24 million
government grant, the
IPA called for more headon support. The body’s
recommendations include:
Creating a person-centred
mental health system;
Equipping workplaces to
be mentally healthy;
Increasing informed
access to mental
healthcare services;
Expanding supported
online treatment;
Improving the experience
of mental healthcare for
people in crisis;
Tailoring income and
employment support;
Funding arrangements
to support efficient
and equitable service
provision; and
Driving continuous
improvement and
promoting accountability.

April/May 2021

For more info visit APESB:
www.apesb.org.au
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While these laws protect
whistleblowers when they
disclose certain information
to an eligible recipient
prescribed under the
relevant legislation, the
protections only apply when
certain criteria are met.
There are three key questions
members should consider
if the member wants to use
whistleblowing protection:
1. Are you an eligible
whistleblower?
To be eligible for
whistleblower protection you
must be, or have been, in a
relationship with the entity
you are reporting about. This
can include being:
an employee or former
employee;
a current or former director,
company secretary or any
other officer of the entity;

New guidance on
the application
of professional
standards to
whistleblowing
The Accounting Professional & Ethical
Standards Board (APESB) has released
new guidance to support accountants
when dealing with whistleblowing and
related confidentiality concerns
April/May 2021

WHISTLEBLOWER
PROTECTION legislation in

Australia aims to legally
protect people who ‘blow
the whistle’ about entities
that are not complying
with relevant laws and
regulations (such as tax
laws or finance laws), or
corruption, misconduct,
maladministration in the
public sector, significant
risks to the environment or
to public health and safety.
The APESB’s latest
publication provides
guidance on applying
APES 110 Code of Ethics for
Professional Accountants
(including Independence
Standards) and other
APESB pronouncements
to situations that may lead
to whistleblowing.
The publication contains
eight hypothetical
scenarios, which cover both
members in business and
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members in public practice,
including auditors.
Members are, however,
strongly recommended to
seek legal advice before
utilising whistleblower or
public interest disclosure
legislation. According to the
APESB, they should be aware
that there is no obligation
to blow the whistle, beyond
the disclosure action
contemplated under
the Responding to NonCompliance with Laws and
Regulations (NOCLAR)
provisions of the Code,
which applies in extremely
limited circumstances.
Three questions to consider
Prior to the recent changes to
legislation in 2018 and 2019,
to strengthen whistleblower
protections in the private
sector, whistleblowers could
be exposed to significant
personal and financial risks.
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a current or former
contractor, employee of a
contractor or a volunteer,
individuals who supply
services or goods to the
entity (such as a tax or BAS
agent or tax (financial)
adviser);
an associate of the entity;
a trustee, custodian or
investment manager of a
superannuation entity; or
a dependant or spouse
of any of the people
listed above.
2. Are you disclosing to an
eligible recipient?
To qualify for protection
as a whistleblower the
disclosure must be made to
an eligible recipient. Eligible
recipients may include:
the Commissioner of
Taxation (if it assists
in the performance of
functions and duties under
a taxation law);

publicaccountant.com.au

the Australian Securities
and Investments
Commission (ASIC);

Confidentiality; and
Professional behaviour.

the Australian Prudential
Regulation Authority
(APRA);
an auditor, or a member of
the audit team;
an actuary; or
any other person that is in a
position to take appropriate
action such as directors,
CFOs or a nominated
person within the entity.
3. Do you understand the
protection offered?
If you are an eligible
whistleblower, it is illegal
for someone to disclose
your identity, or information
that is likely to lead
to your identification.
Whistleblowers are not
subject to civil, criminal or
administrative liability for
making a disclosure and
cannot be sued for a breach
of a confidentiality clause
in a contract.
Application of professional
and ethical standards
In addition to understanding
the protections provided
by relevant whistleblowing
legislation, members should
understand their own
professional and ethical
obligations to comply
with the code and other
APESB pronouncements.
According to the APESB,
members of the Australian
professional accounting
bodies have a responsibility
to act in the public interest.
In doing so, members should
observe and comply with the
fundamental principles in
Section 110 of the code:
Integrity;
Objectivity;
Professional competence
and due care;

The conceptual framework
The code contains a
conceptual framework
that specifies a systematic
approach for a member
to identify threats to
compliance with the
fundamental principles,
evaluate the threats
identified and address
any threats by eliminating
or reducing them to an
acceptable level (para 120.2).
If the identified threat
cannot be eliminated and if
safeguards are not available
to reduce the threat to an
acceptable level, a member
is required to decline
or end the professional
activity or engagement.
Step 1 – Identifying threats
The first step in applying
the conceptual framework
is to identify facts
and circumstances,
including professional
activities, interests and
relationships that might
compromise compliance
with the fundamental
principles. The Code
contains examples of
different circumstances
and relationships that can
create threats, which are
categorised in the table.
Step 2 – Evaluating threats
The second step is to
evaluate whether identified
threats to compliance with
the fundamental principles
are at an acceptable level.
What is an acceptable level?
A level at which a member
using the reasonable and
informed third party test
would likely conclude that
the member complies with
the fundamental principles.
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The reasonable and informed
third party test
This test is a consideration by
the member about whether
the same conclusions would
likely be reached by another
party. Such consideration is
made from the perspective
of a reasonable and informed
third party, who weighs
all the relevant facts and
circumstances that the
member knows, or could
reasonably be expected
to know, at the time the
conclusions are made.
The reasonable and
informed third party does
not need to be a member but
would possess the relevant
knowledge and experience
to understand and evaluate
the appropriateness of the
member’s conclusions in an
impartial manner.
Examples of reasonable
and informed third parties
may include regulators,
board members, senior
members in business or
public practice or investors.
Factors relevant in
evaluating threats
The consideration of
qualitative and quantitative
factors is relevant to the
member’s evaluation of
threats, as is the combined
effect of multiple threats,
if applicable. For example,
if multiple threats are
identified to auditor
independence they are
evaluated in aggregate,
even if the threats are
individually insignificant.
The code sets out examples
of factors that are relevant
to evaluating threats across
most of its sections. Other
examples of factors relevant
to the client and its operating
environment that may
impact on the evaluation of
the level of a threat can be
found in the code.
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a) Eliminating the
circumstances, including
interests or relationships,
that are creating
the threats;
b) Applying safeguards,
where available and
capable of being applied,
to reduce the threats to an
acceptable level; or
c) Declining or ending the
specific professional
activity (engagement).

April/May 2021

Threat
category

Brief description

Self-interest
threat

The threat that a financial or other interest will inappropriately
influence a member’s judgement or behaviour.

120.6 A3(a)

Self-review
threat

The threat that a member will not appropriately evaluate the
results of a previous judgement made, or an activity performed
by the member, or by another individual within the member’s firm
or employing organisation, on which the member will rely when
forming a judgement as part of performing a current activity.

120.6 A3(b)

Advocacy
threat

The threat that a member will promote a client’s or employing
organisation’s position to the point that the member’s objectivity
is compromised.

120.6 A3(c)

Familiarity
threat
Intimidation
threat

Code
paragraph

Depending on the facts and
circumstances, a threat might
be addressed by eliminating
the circumstances creating
the threat. However, in some
situations, declining or ending
the engagement may be
the only way to address the
threat as the circumstances
creating the threat cannot be
eliminated and safeguards are
not capable of being applied

to reduce the threat to an
acceptable level.
The code defines
safeguards as actions,
individually or in
combination, that the
member takes that effectively
reduce threats to compliance
with the fundamental
principles to an acceptable
level. The member must
conclude whether overall
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Ms Stylianou
honoured for her
contribution to
global resilience
building
The IPA’s very own Vicki Stylianou
has been recognised at the ICSB’s
prestigious Resilience Awards for
her contribution to advancing small
business and entrepreneurship

June / July 2020 $9.95

The threat that due to a long or close relationship with a client, or 120.6 A3(d)
employing organisation, a member will be too sympathetic to their
interests or too accepting of their work.
The threat that a member will be deterred from acting objectively
because of actual or perceived pressures, including attempts to
exercise undue influence over the member.

ICSB’s Resiliency Award

120.6 A3(e)

the actions they have taken
eliminate or reduce the
threats to an acceptable
level, including reviewing
significant judgements made
or conclusions reached and
using the reasonable and
informed third party test.
The publication is available
to download on the APESB
website: www.apesb.org.au
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THE GROUP executive,
advocacy and policy, at the
IPA was crowned the winner
of the ICSB’s Resiliency
Award for best article of
2020 for her piece titled
‘Australia Shines in the
Midst of a Global Pandemic’.
The ICSB’s Resiliency
Awards were a by-product
of the COVID lockdown,
with the president and CEO
of the ICSB, Dr Ayman El
Tarabishy, revealing that
he recognised a common
need to create in the
early stages of the global
COVID response.
“We started putting
together an ambitious
set of products with the
ICSB board and a lot of
partners and other people

publicaccountant.com.au
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Step 3 – Addressing threats
If threats are evaluated as
not being at an acceptable
level, the final step in the
conceptual framework is
to address the threats by
eliminating or reducing them
to an acceptable level by:

UPFRONT

Check out previous issues online at:
publicaccountant.com.au/magazine
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came to us and said ‘I’m in’,”
Dr El Tarabishy explained.
“We put together this
remarkable program and
at the end the theme that
kept resurfacing was that
everybody is resilient,”
he noted.
As such, the need was
born to recognise the
people contributing to the
excellence of the ICSB.
“I asked my people to go
back and do data analytics

on everything we’d done
and to give me data on
who watched what, who
was presenting, how many
things were downloaded,
viewed and shared,”
Dr El Tarabishy said.
“We put together a list
of categories and decided
to celebrate and recognise
these individuals.”
Recognised among a
pool of talented advocates,
Ms Stylianou was honoured
to be announced as the
recipient of this literary
award based on the number
of views and downloads.
“I think the ICSB is
truly a global platform, a
platform that brings us
all together and I’ve been
very honoured to be part
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Watch the 2020 ICSB
Resiliencey Awards online.
Search in YouTube: ICSB
Resiliency Awards 2020

of it,” Ms Stylianou said at
the time.
“In terms of Australia,
we’re all still struggling
through the pandemic, but
I’m sure 2021 hopefully will
bring us all a lot more joy.”
In her winning piece, Ms
Stylianou wrote: If everyone
looks after their fellow
humans, then the world
will be a better place. Let
us make these words the
centerfold of our behaviour
and decision-making during
this uncertain time.
To read Ms Stylianou’s
piece, visit the Public
Accountant digital hub.
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Insolvency

IN LATE September 2020
the federal government
announced the pending
release of bespoke
insolvency legislation aimed
at enabling more Australian
small businesses to quickly
restructure and hopefully
survive the economic impact
of COVID-19. This was to be
accompanied by additional
legislation, where a recovery
was not possible, to provide
for a liquidation pathway
that was faster, enabling
greater returns for creditors
and employees – known as a
Simplified Liquidation.
While these reforms were
labelled as the biggest reform
to insolvency law in 30 years
it was disappointing that
only a few months elapsed
between announcement
and legislation being passed
into law resulting in limited
opportunity for consultation
with the industry and the
implementation of feedback.
Despite this short timeframe
however, the IPA put together
a consulting panel of
insolvency experts to assist
it in formulating its response
to Treasury to actively
represent its members.

A new debt restructuring
process for small
businesses – “small
business restructure (SBR)”
It was viewed by the
government that to help
small businesses recover,
they should be provided
with a legislative mechanism
to allow them to continue
to trade while offering
their creditors a “cents in
the dollar” return on past
debts. This process is akin
to the Deed of Company
Arrangement process
achieved after a voluntary
administration but in a
much ‘cut-down’ version.
As such, the SBR process is
designed to allow companies
with creditors of less
than $1 million (excluding
employee entitlements) to
restructure their debts and
achieve a better outcome
than from the pre-2021
insolvency processes e.g.
administration or liquidation.
While a registered
liquidator is appointed to
oversee and administer this
small business restructure,
a critical selling point of
this new process is that
directors remain in control

New insolvency
processes – any use
to your client?
While the insolvency reforms were
labelled as the biggest in 30 years, the
limited opportunity for consultation
was disappointing
April/May 2021

of the business and are able
to continue trading. The
directors are also immune
to being held liable for
insolvent trading during this
period despite the company
being insolvent and
continuing to trade during
the restructure period.
The registered liquidator
(who is to be called a small
business restructuring
practitioner (‘SBRP’)) is
appointed by the company
to work with its directors.
The role of the SBRP is
limited to:

“TO HELP SMALL BUSINESSES RECOVER, THEY
SHOULD BE PROVIDED WITH A LEGISLATIVE
MECHANISM TO ALLOW THEM TO CONTINUE TO
TRADE WHILE OFFERING THEIR CREDITORS A
‘CENTS IN THE DOLLAR’ RETURN ON PAST DEBTS”
to verify the information
provided to them by the
directors regarding the
company’s affairs.

Assist the directors
prepare the plan
(20 business days);
Make reasonable inquiries
and take reasonable steps
to verify the information
provided to them by the
directors regarding the
company’s affairs;
Certify that it is
reasonable to expect
the company will meet
obligations under the plan;
Circulate the plan among
the company’s creditors
(giving them 15 business
days to reply);
Adjudicate and collate
creditor votes on the
plan; and
If accepted, adjudicate on
creditor claims and pay
a dividend.
Once a plan is approved,
all unsecured creditors of
the company are bound by
the plan.
Of note is that if the
plan is not accepted by the
creditors, the restructuring
process ends and the
company does not proceed
into any form of liquidation
(there is no automatic
winding up or option to
place the company into
liquidation – unlike in a
voluntary administration).
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www.business.gov.au
Find financial assistance,
eligibility, timing and the latest
news on government support
for Australian businesses.

SBR hurdles
In addition to the company
having less than $1 million in
creditors, it is also necessary
that the company have all
statutory taxation reporting
completed and employee
entitlements paid before the
SBR Plan can be presented
to creditors.
The company is also only
able to propose a restructure
plan if neither it nor its
directors have undertaken
this process or gone through
a simplified liquidation in
the prior seven years.
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Creditors restrained
Similar to the existing
voluntary administration
process, creditors are
restrained from taking
action against the company
during the restructure
period. Specifically, they
cannot enforce security
held against the company or
guarantees provided by its
director (or relatives).
Creditors are also generally
stopped from recovering
goods they have supplied
to the company pursuant
to any security interests
(including PPSA) with any
goods subject to unperfected
PPSR registrations vesting in
the company. The company
can continue to deal with
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any goods it holds that are
subject to PPSR registrations
in the ordinary course of its
business. As the proposal is
forwarded to all creditors
via email or post, there is no
requirement for any meetings
of creditors to be held. It
should be noted that unlike
a voluntary administration,
the SBRP is not liable for
any goods supplied to
the company during the
restructure period.
Limited information
During a voluntary
administration, creditors are
provided with information
about the company at
meetings and in detailed
reports. Where a Deed of

Company Arrangement is
proposed, the voluntary
administrator is required
to provide a comparison
of the proposal versus the
potential return creditors
may expect in a liquidation.
The administrator is
also required to express
their opinion on whether
creditors should or should
not accept the proposal.
This information is not
required to be provided by
the SBRP.
Rather, as stated above,
the SBRP need only
comment upon the ability
of the company to fulfil
the plan after having made
reasonable inquiries and
taken reasonable steps
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SBR Plan like a DOCA lite
Accountants familiar with
the Deed of Company
Arrangement process would
be aware that a deed can
provide for a wide variety of
terms and conditions with
particular freedoms so as to
provide the company with
its best chance of survival.
As the SBR is designed to
be used with uncomplicated
small businesses, the
contents of the SBR plan are
constrained and is contained
within an ASIC template. In
this regard, the plan must:
Identify property to be
available to creditors (e.g. a
lump sum instalment held
in a trust account);
Specify how property is to
be dealt with;
Provide for remuneration
of SBRP;
Specify the date the plan is
to be executed;
Can be conditional for up
to 10 business days after
the proposal is accepted;
Cannot transfer property
to a creditor (e.g. real
estate or equipment); and
Cannot last for more than
three years.
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Insolvency

Liquidator may only
declare and distribute a
dividend once; and
Proof of debts not admitted
prior to the dividend being
paid are excluded from
receiving any money in the
liquidation (as only one
dividend is paid).

The plan is unable to
compromise employee
entitlements. As such,
employees are unable to vote
on the plan.
Useful?
The process, in its simplest
form, is an offer to creditors
to compromise their claims
against it for something less
than 100 cents in the dollar
and/or an extension to
payments over time.
It is meant to be a ‘light
touch’ process whereby the
registered liquidator handling
the process is predominantly
involved in an administrative
process – thus meant to be
cheap. Further, if the plan
doesn’t succeed the company
isn’t placed into liquidation.
However, like all insolvency
engagements each company’s
circumstances will dictate
whether this new process is
appropriate for it to adopt and
is not without its problems.
Careful consideration should
be undertaken in consultation
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with a registered liquidator
by its directors prior
to commencement.
The simplified liquidation
process
Th SL process piggybacks
off the existing creditor’s
voluntary liquidation
process, with modifications
made by the government
with the intention to reduce
time and cost. Unfortunately,
water-cooler discussions
held by registered liquidators
have yet to identify how
the modifications made will
translate into a cheaper
process for creditors
(and directors).
Currently, a small corporate
business can appoint a
liquidator who takes control
of the company and realises
its assets for distribution
to creditors. At the time of
entry into the conventional
creditors voluntary
liquidation (‘CVL’) process,
the directors can provide
a notice of eligibility to the

liquidator confirming that the
SL process can be adopted.
The liquidator has
20 business days from
appointment to decide
whether to transition the
CVL into an SL.
Under the adopted SL
process, while the liquidator
will still investigate and
report to creditors about
the company’s affairs and
enquire into the failure of
the company, the mandatory
lodgement of a director
offences report with ASIC has
been done away with and the
three-month report provided
to creditors trimmed down.
The SL process also
restricts the circumstances
where a liquidator can
pursue an unfair preference
claim in recognition that
in small engagements, this
process can result in limited
benefit to the creditor pool
as a whole. Further:
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No meetings of creditors can
be called by the liquidator;

While it is too early to
tell how effective this new
SBR and SL process will
be in increasing returns
to creditors, the addition
of these two new options
for financially distressed
small businesses certainly
increases the options for
both directors, advisers and
registered liquidators to
consider when assessing a
company’s financial position.
As always, the earlier that
discussions with a registered
liquidator are commenced
the greater the opportunity
for the business to be saved
through either an informal or
formal turnaround process.
This article contains general
information only and the
author, by means of this
article, is not rendering
professional advice or
services. Before making any
decision or taking any action
that may affect your finances
or your business, you
should consult a qualified
professional adviser. Neither
the author nor Brooke Bird
Pty Ltd shall be responsible
for any loss whatsoever
sustained by any person who
relies on this article.
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End of FASEA

IN DECEMBER last year, the

federal government looked
to simplify the regulatory
framework that governs the
provision of financial advice.
The move was in response
to the Retirement Income
Review, which revealed
that while the provision of
quality financial advice and
assistance was important
to helping Australians
make better informed
decisions about the use of
their savings in retirement,
most Australians do not
access financial advice at
retirement due largely to the
cost of advice and a lack of
consumer trust.
Part of that simpler
framework was moving the
standard-making functions
of FASEA to Treasury, while
other elements of FASEA
would be incorporated into
an expanded mandate for
the Financial Services and
Credit Panel (FSCP).
Almost five years after
its establishment, FASEA
will be wound up by the
federal government pending
the passing of legislation
through Parliament in the
first half of the year.
Responses from the
industry
To many within the financial
advice industry, the decision
was very sudden but
also unsurprising.
“I don’t think too many
people would be surprised
– it’s one thing for the
industry to disagree with
rules that are made, but
it’s another when so many
people are expressing
so much confusion,”
Lifespan Financial
Planning chief executive
Eugene Ardino said of the
authority’s demise.
“Nothing’s going to be
100 per cent perfectly clear
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“IT’S ONE THING FOR THE INDUSTRY TO
DISAGREE WITH RULES THAT ARE MADE,
BUT IT’S ANOTHER WHEN SO MANY PEOPLE
ARE EXPRESSING SO MUCH CONFUSION”

The end of FASEA
(2017-2021)
The federal government announced
changes to how it oversees the financial
advice sector, effectively setting an end
date for the controversial Financial
Adviser Standards and Ethics Authority
| by Adrian Flores |

when you’ve got changes
like this, but there were
so many impracticalities.
The [FASEA] guidance
demonstrated there was a
lack of understanding, and
certainly a lack of empathy.”
Meanwhile, IPA chief
executive Andrew Conway
said the move “makes
good regulatory sense”
and that it “forms part
of the reform agenda to
streamline regulation in the
longer term”.
“The Institute of Public
Accountants continues
to advocate for consumer
access to competent
and affordable financial
advice, and accordingly we
welcome the recent round
of reforms to the sector,”
Mr Conway said.
“It was not unexpected
that this recommendation
FASEA
The Financial Adviser
Standards and Ethics Authority
Limited was established in 2017
to set the education, training
and ethical standards of
financial advisers in Australia.

would involve rationalising
the numerous regulators
and standard setters which
operate in the financial
advice sector, and who are
at times in conflict with each
other. Winding up FASEA was
always going to be an option.
“However, whilst the
IPA welcomes reform and
rationalisation, we urge
the government to ensure
that Treasury and ASIC are
well supported and funded
to take over the standard
setting and administration
functions currently
performed by FASEA.
Regulation is dependent on
proper execution.”
Mr Conway pointed out
that the IPA has been a longtime advocate of adequate
funding for ASIC, which is
even more critical given
these additional functions.
“The IPA is also keen to
work with ASIC and other
stakeholders on ongoing
reforms, including in response
to ASIC’s consultation paper
(CP 332), which seeks to
improve consumer access
to affordable advice by
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Standard 3 of FASEA’s
code of ethics
You must not advise, refer
or act in any other manner
where you have a conflict
of interest or duty.

addressing the impediments
which currently prevent this,”
he said.
“We look forward to the
next steps and working
with Treasury and ASIC to
reach the common goal of
protecting the consumer
interest through the provision
of reliable and affordable
advice in the future.”
A controversial legacy
Despite its formation as a
body to lift professionalism
within the financial advice
sector, FASEA has been
a constant source of
frustration among many
within the advice community.
The chair of the House of
Representatives standing
committee on economics,
Tim Wilson, told Mr Glenfield
during a hearing last year that
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he and his colleagues had
received “so many complaints”
around FASEA processes
and consultation from
constituents that he believed
it would be worthwhile
bringing the authority under
the permanent oversight of
the committee.
“There has been a constant
frustration with the FASEA
board and [advisers] feeling
that they can dictate to the
financial services industry
without any accountability
or feedback as part of their
processes, particularly when
introducing mandatory
regimes pushing around
long-term advisers who are
capable of doing their jobs,
but have been dictated to
about qualifications they
need within relatively short
timeframes,” Mr Wilson said.
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89

PER CENT
The success rate of the
Financial Adviser Exam

“There is so much strong
feedback directly from
advisers to members of
Parliament, they feel they
have no capacity to have
informed participation in
decision making.”
In response, Mr Glenfield
pointed to the authority’s
obligations under the
Corporations Act, saying
it had little room to move
in the way it had enacted
legislation related to the
FASEA standards within
the required timeframes.
“FASEA has taken
into account the view

of stakeholders before
promulgating the
standards that are required
by the Corporations Act,”
Mr Glenfield said.
“FASEA is given a role
to put these standards
in place – there was no
grandfathering provision
[in the legislation], so we
are enacting our role in the
Corporations Act to put into
place these standards. In
terms of the ability to give
exemptions, we don’t have
that provision.”
Standard 3 confusion
persists
Ahead of FASEA’s
standards setting powers
being passed over to
Treasury this year,
Mr Glenfield noted there
might be an alteration to
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Standard 3 of its code of
ethics, which has created
much confusion within
the industry.
The authority’s latest
guidance released in
December last year on
Standard 3 has been
criticised for creating even
more confusion around
the treatment of conflicts
of interests.
IPA group executive for
advocacy and policy Vicki
Stylianou said the position
adopted in the FASEA
draft guide focuses on the
conflict itself rather than
the actions taken by the
adviser as a consequence
of the conflict, and
determines that any actual
conflict of interest could
cause the adviser to breach
the code of ethics.
She said the draft guide
acknowledges that the code
of ethics goes further than
the Corporations Act and the
guidance of ASIC in relation
to conflicts of interest.
“We are of the view
that the position taken
by ASIC in relation to
conflicts, which accepts
that some conflicts of
interest and duty can be
appropriately managed
so they have no adverse
impact on the services or
advice delivered to the
client, is a more measured
and sensible approach,”
Ms Stylianou said.
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For full listings of the latest IPA submissions visit
publicaccountants.org.au/news-advocacy/submissions

UPFRONT

Deductions
`

Education and training
expense deductions for
individuals
Discussion paper
December 2020

The Education and
training expense
deductions for
individuals - discussion
paper can be access
from treasury.gov.au

i

the federal government has
begun considering changes to
education tax deductions to
reflect that new reality.

Education tax
deductions
could become
much broader
The federal government is looking
to widen the definition of education
tax deductions to encourage
individuals to retrain and reskill in
a transforming labour market
April/May 2021

IN THE 2020-21 budget, the

government proposed to
allow individuals to deduct
education and training
expenses they incur, where
the expense is not related to
their current employment.
Under current income
tax law, a tax deduction
is generally allowed for,
and limited to, expenses
incurred in gaining or
producing assessable
income. However,
deductions are not allowed
for expenses that are private
or domestic in nature.
But with a constantly
changing labour market with
individuals reasonably no
longer expecting a job for life
and instead have multiple
careers over their lifetime,
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The Treasury proposal
Since then, Treasury has
ruled out courses that
are not clearly linked to
income-earning activities,
such as lifestyle or personal
development courses,
rather it is leaning towards
limiting deductions to
nationally recognised
training and industry
training packages delivered
by education and training
providers registered with
TEQSA, ASQA, VRQA and
TAC. Treasury has also been
looking to limit deductions
to courses in areas of
expected jobs growth as
determined by the National
Skills Council (NSC).
“It is important to
understand the changing
labour market needs, the
skills requirements of
current and future jobs, the
structural shifts that will
occur and the skilling and
retraining needed to get
people to gain and sustain
employment,” Treasury said.
“A new deduction could
target assistance to areas of
current labour demand or
forecast job growth.”
In addition, the Treasury
also said that it believes
full substantiation will
be required to ensure the
new deductions are not
being abused.
“This includes keeping
detailed records and receipts,
such as details of the training
provider and course.
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“This ensures the
deduction could be
effectively administered,
protect against revenue
loss and help mitigate
compliance concerns.”
The IPA gives the thumbs up
Institute of Public
Accountants chief
executive Andrew Conway
immediately backed
Treasury’s proposal, urging
the federal government to
move as quickly as possible
considering the country’s
labour market shortages
and the loss of genuine
productivity needed to lift
the economy.
“Human capital is
the fundamental driver
of productivity. There
are strong linkages
between education and
entrepreneurial activity,
particularly for the
small business sector
and the wider economy,”
Mr Conway said.
“The economy has been
savaged by the financial
impacts of COVID and we
are supportive of initiatives
that are aimed at improving
our productive capacity.
“However, along with
COVID, our labour supply
market is facing the issues
of an ageing workforce, the
loss of skilled migration
and many business closures
due to the pandemic. All of
which require the need for
individuals to reskill to meet
new opportunities.
“Many individuals will have
multiple careers over their
lifetime, which indicates a
strong need for continued
upgrading of skills.”
IPA general manager of
technical policy Tony Greco
further added that the
proposal works hand in hand
with the exemption for FBT
employer-provided education.
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Treasury discussion paper questions regarding education and training
expense deductions for individuals
Q1: Given the significant government funding
provided for education and training, is a new
tax deduction the most effective mechanism to
encourage Australians to retrain and reskill to
support their future employment and career?
IPA: Yes, the existing suite of support measures
may not be available to individuals currently
earning income.
Q2: Should any new deduction be targeted to
courses delivered by education and training
providers registered with the appropriate
regulatory bodies?
IPA: This would be central to ensuring the
integrity of the deductions.
Q3. Should any new deduction be further
targeted to study or training that has a
vocational outcome, such as VET courses
based on industry training packages, for
example to exclude ‘lifestyle and personal
development courses’?
IPA: In principle, support for vocational
outcomes excludes lifestyle and personal
development courses.
Q4. Should deductions be targeted to courses
in areas of expected jobs growth, for example
as determined by the NSC?
IPA: Yes, we would agree with this wholeheartedly.
While somewhat discriminatory in nature, it
addresses the supply of the labour supply chain.

“The government intends
to exempt from FBT,
employer-provided retraining
and reskilling benefits to
redundant, or soon to be
redundant, employees where
the benefit may not relate to
their current employment,”
he said.
“This allows the employer
to bear the cost of retraining
and reskilling without
incurring FBT.”
Mr Greco said that without
the FBT amendment,
education expenses not
related to an individual’s

Q5. Is there any reason to change the types
of expenses that are able to be deducted? For
example, should any new deduction be limited
to tuition fees?
IPA: The existing framework provides a good
basis for the new deduction.
Q6. How should the tax deduction interact
with government funding, subsidies and loans
for higher education and VET courses?
IPA: We support the capping of a loss for any
new deduction consistent with the current rules
that apply to deductible gifts and deductible
superannuation contributions.
Q7. Irrespective of any new education
deduction, should the $250 reduction in
expenses be removed?
IPA: Yes, we would agree that this needs to be
removed as the concept is outdated and does
not serve any useful purpose.
Q8. Are other measures required to minimise
opportunities for tax misuse and abuse?
IPA: The existing rules around expense
substantiation need to be maintained,
supplemented with specific guidance on the
types of deductions that will be permitted.

IPA’s advocacy work
For full listings of the latest
IPA submissions visit
www.publicaccountants.org.au/
news-advocacy/submissions

current employment would
be liable for FBT.
“To provide equity to
individuals who do have
employer support for
reskilling or retraining,
this proposal is important,
to extend a similar tax
concession to individuals
who undertake further
education costs themselves.
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The benefit to an individual
of incurring the cost
themselves will, however,
be dependent on the
individual’s marginal tax
rate,” he said.
“There are wellbeing and
economic benefits that
quality education skills
provide, which generally
outweigh the cost of
providing further support.
There is a strong business
case for providing additional
support especially if it is
directed to areas where
there is a skills shortage.”

April/May 2021

UPFRONT

Payment times

under NSW government
contracts,” Mr Tudehope said.
“We know one of the
biggest challenges for small
businesses is cash flow.
When you get paid quickly, it
is easier to pay your staff and
other bills.”

Governments
seeking faster
payments to SMEs
Federal government reforms as well
as a NSW pilot program are pushing
for faster payment times to small
business suppliers, especially those
hit hard by the COVID crisis
| by Adrian Flores |

TO BE run until June this year,
the trial extends the existing
faster payments policy to
ensure larger companies
within the NSW government
pay their suppliers within
20 business days.
NSW Minister for Finance
and Small Business Damien
Tudehope said the pilot was
designed to assist small
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businesses further down
the government’s goods and
services supply chains.
“We want to do better when
it comes to getting small
businesses paid on time and
this pilot program is the first
step in the journey to making
life easier for those small
business subcontractors that
supply goods and services

The NSW government reforms
The NSW government has
previously committed to
faster payment times down
the supply chain when it
introduced the NSW Faster
Payments Policy in 2018 that
ensures small businesses
directly contracted by the
NSW government are paid in
five business days.
Responding to the
NSW government’s pilot
program, then small
business ombudsman Kate
Carnell said it was a “very
encouraging” development
for small businesses.
“Fast-tracking payments
to small businesses is the
best way to help them
recover after what has
been an incredibly tough 12
months,” Ms Carnell said.
“This initiative will benefit
small business suppliers and
will also flow through to the
broader economy.”
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Recent CreditorWatch data
showed that businesses are
being paid on average 26 days
overdue. Ms Carnell said that
can be absolutely devastating
for small businesses and
highlights the importance of
paying them on time.
“The NSW government’s
faster payment program for
small business suppliers
should be considered the
benchmark for governments
at all levels. If NSW can do
it, there is no reason why it
can’t apply across the board,”
she said.
“Big businesses should
also be doing the right thing
by their small business
suppliers by paying on
time and ensuring they are
complying with the Payment
Times Reporting Scheme,
which came into effect on
1 January 2021.”
The federal government
reforms
It’s not just the NSW
government that has recently
reformed the way SMEs are
paid by government and
large businesses. Its federal
counterpart also passed the
Payment Times Reporting Bill
in September 2020.
The new laws introduce
a payment times reporting
scheme whereby businesses
with a total annual income
of over $100 million must
report on how and when
they pay their smallbusiness suppliers.
The bill also defined small
business as those that have
a turnover of less than
$10 million, covering 99 per
cent of all businesses.
Commenting on the bill,
Minister for Employment,
Skills, Small and Family
Business Michaelia Cash
said late payments have a
significant impact on smallbusiness cash flow and
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inhibit the ability of a firm to
invest, grow and employ.
“Shining a light on
large business payment
performance will lead to
fairer and faster payments
for Australia’s 3.5 million
small and family businesses.
Bad payers won’t be able
to hide, as this scheme will
expose their poor practices,”
Ms Cash said.
MYOB chief executive Greg
Ellis welcomed the passing
of the bill, saying small
business can finally see due
recognition is literally paid.
“Adding this level of
transparency will help
alleviate some of the cashflow pressure that many
small-business owners are
under,” Mr Ellis said. “Our
most recent MYOB Business
Monitor data demonstrates
SME owners rank late

payments and cash flow as
high sources of pressure,
with 38 per cent of SMEs
stressed by late payments
and 43 per cent citing cash
flow as a primary source
of concern.”
However, while she
supported the bill,
Ms Carnell hoped the
reforms could’ve been made
stronger with a ‘failsafe
mechanism’ amendment
that was proposed by the
Labor opposition. The
amendment was ultimately
left out of the final bill.
Ms Carnell said a failsafe
mechanism would’ve
allowed the regulator to
force big businesses to
pay their small-business
suppliers in 30 days or face
hefty fines.
“In reality, the Payment
Times Reporting Scheme is

a step in the right direction,
but it won’t solve the
problem of late payment
times on its own,” she said.
“Legislation requiring
SMEs to be paid in 30
days is the only way to
drive meaningful cultural
change in business payment
performance across
the economy.”
Regardless, Ms Carnell
welcomed the progress
made on the SME payments
front, especially during a
time when small businesses
all over Australia have been
hit hard by the COVID crisis.
“My office will be invoking
the powers we have to
investigate any reports of
big businesses failing to
live up to the information
provided on this register
once it is implemented,”
she said.

NSW GOVERNMENT’S FASTER
PAYMENT TERMS POLICY
The policy has been in place for
government agencies in NSW since
1 December 2018. Some of the key
points include:
After 1 December 2018, payments
must be made within 20
calendar days of receipt of a
correctly rendered invoice, unless
an existing contract or standing
offer provides for an alternative
time period.
After 31 December 2019,
payments must be made
within five business days of
receipt of a correctly rendered
invoice, unless an existing
contract or standing offer provides
for an alternative time period.
Interest payments are no longer
applicable for late payments, but
are at the discretion of agencies
to pay.
To maintain the requirements
for agencies to provide
quarterly data to allow payment
performance reporting.

No Recovery - No Charge
��b� c�� �ec �i��.

All you pay is commission on monies collected...from 11%.
Receive a 10% discount against all commission rates and for
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Call us now to register to receive your discount.

Free call: 1800 641 617
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Integrated Reporting

activity of “social bubble
hopping” as an approach for
individuals to acquire these
skills and build an integrated
mindset outside of the
workplace. This, for example,
could entail going to the pub
with your usual friendship
group on a Saturday
afternoon, before attending
Church for the first time the
following Sunday morning.

An integrated future
The development of integrated reporting
and why SMEs should be taking note
| by Matthew Cavicchia |

WHAT IF there was a way

to overhaul reporting
that generates enhanced
outcomes for both
organisations and their
stakeholders?
That is what the
International Integrated
Reporting Council (IIRC) has
set out to achieve. In what
is labelled the ‘Momentum
Phase’ of its strategy, the
IIRC has the ambitious
mission of solidifying
“Integrated Reporting
(IR) and Thinking within
mainstream business
practice as the norm in the
public and private sectors”.
The IR framework defines
an integrated report as “a
concise communication
about how an organisation’s
strategy, governance,
performance and prospects,
in the context of its external
environment, lead to the
creation of value over the
short, medium and long term”.
Yes, it is quite a mouthful.
However, an explanation of
the concept of value creation
should help clear things up
a bit.
The idea behind value
creation is that for every
activity the organisation
undertakes, value is either
increased or decreased.
Changes in value are
measured through
transformations in the six
forms of capital, which are
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Creating an environment
that promotes integration
Furthermore, your
organisation’s strategy,
culture and values have
the capacity to enable
integration, working in
tandem with the individuals
who ultimately execute
integrated thinking. Once
your organisation’s people
possess integrated mindsets,
you are better positioned to:

the inputs and outcomes of
the value creation process.
The foundation of this
approach is integrated
thinking, which requires us
to consider the relationships
and interdependencies
between each of the capitals,
as well other organisational
functions and systems, in the
context of value creation.
Financial capital:
The funds available to
an organisation.

1. Begin building an
understanding of your
business model within the
context of the external
environment.

Manufactured capital:
The physical objects
available to an organisation.
Intellectual capital:
Knowledge-based
intangibles, including
tacit knowledge and
brand reputation.
Human capital: The skills,
experience and motivation
of people, as well as
their alignment with the
mission, strategy and
values of the organisation.
Social and relationship
capital: The management
of stakeholder and
community relations, with
a particular emphasis
on the enhancement of
collective wellbeing.
Natural capital: The
renewable and nonrenewable environmental
resources that support
the prosperity of
an organisation.

Isn’t value reported in my
financial statements?
Financial metrics and
performance are adequate
to assess the likelihood of
an organisation’s shortterm survival; although in
isolation, they no longer
holistically illustrate their
ability to continue creating
value over time.
In fact, Ocean Tomo’s
Intangible Asset Market
Value Study highlights a
significant shift over the last
45 years. In 1975, 17 per cent
of an S&P 500 company’s
value was attributed to
intangibles, whereas in 2020
this proportion was believed
to be as high as 90 per cent .
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Is integrated reporting
applicable and relevant to
the SME sector?
While it is true that large,
listed companies are
the target audience of
the framework, the IIRC
and IFAC have made a
significant effort to convey
the relevance and benefits
of IR to SMEs:
Better understanding:
Integrated thinking
encourages the
collapsing of silos to
improve the flow of
information across the
organisation. With fewer
barriers and increased
collaboration, everybody
from management to
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administration has an
enhanced understanding
of how and where they
can maximise the creation
of value, improving the
quality of decision making
and the awareness of risks.
Better communication:
SMEs have a fraction
of the public interest of
major listed companies,
although they should
never undermine
the role of a good
communications strategy.
The transparency
of IR is expected to
be highly valued by
stakeholders, improving
relations and providing
reputational benefits.
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Where to start
Integration will not come
instantaneously, nor is it
supposed to.
Before you even begin to
envision the end-product
of an integrated report, the
development of integrated
thinking is where SMEs
can experience many
internal benefits.
Integrated thinking
requires a cultural change,
shifting the perspective
away from ‘maximising
return’ towards ‘maximising
value’. Furthermore, IFAC
emphasises that “the level
of integration depends on
connecting people, functions,
information, and systems”.

Associate professor of
accounting at Monash
University, Nicholas
McGuigan, emphasises the
importance of developing
integrated thinking on the
individual level, in addition
to fostering an environment
and culture that enables the
embracement of connectivity.
Developing the skills of
individuals
The three key skills to
integrated thinking,
identified by Mr McGuigan,
are the ability to react to
complex situations, be
adaptable and have an open
mind. In our conversation,
Mr Mcguigan raised the
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2. Identify which of the six
capitals are involved within
your business model and
how value added to one
might impact another.
Integration is a challenging
journey that might appear as
steep as the Everest Summit
for some. However, as the
creators of innovation,
SMEs might just be where IR
gains the traction to reach
new heights.

Matthew Cavicchia
Analyst, Institute of Public
Accountants
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Vicki’s blog
Follow Vicki Stylianou
twitter.com/vickistylianou

The maximum amount
that consumers were willing
to pay for comprehensive
personal advice was $550”.

Making financial
advice affordable
for consumers
Consultation recently closed on ASIC’s
Consultation Paper (CP)332 Promoting
access to affordable advice for consumers.
IPA lodged a submission partly based
on survey results from members who
currently or previously worked in or have
experience in the financial advice space.
We are always grateful to members who
take the time to offer feedback
| by Vicki Stylianou |

THE OBJECTIVE was to seek

information from industry
participants on the issues
and impediments that exist
around them delivering
affordable personal advice,
and that are within ASIC’s
power to address.
Previous research
undertaken by ASIC and
various other stakeholders
indicates that consumers
want better access to
good quality, limited and
affordable advice, but that
many advisers and licensees
find it challenging to
provide this type of advice
at an affordable price. So,
we know that demand exists
but the supply-side needs
to be addressed.
According to research
cited in CP332 (page 20), a
significant price gap exists
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between what consumers are
prepared to pay for advice
and what it costs advisers to
provide the advice.
“A number of sources
estimate that the average
cost of comprehensive
personal advice in Australia
is between $2,600 and
$2,900. This is unaffordable
for many consumers and
more than they are willing
to pay. For example, in
2019, Investment Trends
reported that financial
planners estimated that
the average cost for full or
comprehensive advice was
$2,900. For more limited
advice, they estimated
$1,500. The average cost
that consumers were willing
to pay for the initial advice
consultation with a financial
adviser was $340.

“A NUMBER OF SOURCES ESTIMATE THAT THE
AVERAGE COST OF COMPREHENSIVE PERSONAL ADVICE
IN AUSTRALIA IS BETWEEN $2,600 AND $2,900. THIS
IS UNAFFORDABLE FOR MANY CONSUMERS AND MORE
THAN THEY ARE WILLING TO PAY”

Exiting financial advice
sector
Given the difficulties in
providing advice at a
profitable or even viable
price, it is not unexpected
that many advisers have
chosen to exit the space. This
also applies to IPA members,
and it is extremely concerning
to see the rate of decline in
adviser numbers. It is also
ironic given that qualified
accountants are well placed
as trusted advisers to provide
advice to clients and to
assist in meeting the growing
demand for affordable advice.
In this regard, IPA continues
to advocate a preferred model
for the provision of financial
advice, which would satisfy
the demand and supply sides.
According to our own
internal data, approximately
one-quarter of IPA members
who hold Professional
Practice Certificates also
hold full or limited financial
services licences or are
authorised representatives
of licensees. From 2018 to
2019 there was a reduction
of 12 per cent in the number
of IPA members who were
licensed or authorised to
provide advice.
More specifically, there
was a 16 per cent reduction
in full licence holders and
an 8 per cent reduction in
limited licence holders.
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Data for the 2019 to 2020
year will be available shortly.
However, based on anecdotal
evidence from members and
from the CP332 survey, we
anticipate that the trend
will continue with further
reductions. The 2019 data
further supports this with
evidence that the income
derived from financial advice
(overall) is diminishing across
all license types and also for
authorised representatives.
The survey results
indicate that the
overwhelming response to
the question of impediments
to accessing affordable
advice for consumers is
that compliance is the main
driver of cost in providing
advice. And that meeting
these compliance costs is
making it unprofitable to
provide advice to a cohort of
consumers who will not pay
what it costs for this advice.
A significant rebalance is
needed if the unmet advice
needs of consumers is to
be satisfied.
However, this is a challenge
which needs a holistic
solution, and which cannot
be solved by ASIC alone. In
this regard we acknowledge
that CP332 states that ASIC
will pass on feedback and
comments on suggestions

$340
The average cost that
consumers were willing
to pay for the initial
advice consultation
with a financial adviser
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for law reform to the
government. IPA believes
that to seriously tackle
the affordability issue that
compliance requirements
will need to be changed
in terms of legislation,
regulation, interpretation
and implementation.
We appreciate that ASIC’s
role is in interpreting,
implementing and enforcing
the legislation and regulation,
which are developed and
decided by Treasury and
the government.
However, fees such as
those imposed by the ASIC
industry funding model,
are within the control of
ASIC and are part of the
increasing cost of doing
business suffered by many
IPA members and other
advisers. There will be a lot
more to be said on the ASIC
industry funding model and
IPA has joined with the other
professional accounting
and financial planning
associations to advocate
for review and reform in
this area.
In the meantime, we are
hopeful that consultation
on CP332 will result in
meaningful change for the
sake of all consumers.
For the full IPA submission
to ASIC on affordable
advice to consumers
refer to the IPA website:
www. publicaccountants.org.au

Vicki Stylianou
group executive advocacy
and policy, IPA
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Follow Wayne Debernardi
twitter.com/debernardiwayne
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Wayne’s world

Opportunity makes a thief
Sir Francis Bacon (1561 – 1626)
was an English philosopher
and statesman, and a pioneer
of modern scientific thought

HOWEVER, THE phrase is

Knowledge is
power – but where
is your data?
The Latin aphorism scientia potential
est, meaning ‘knowledge is power’,
was first written by Thomas Hobbes
in his 1668 literary work Leviathan
| by Wayne Debernardi |
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more commonly attributed
to Sir Francis Bacon, who
did write the expression
ipsa scientia potestas est,
meaning ‘knowledge itself
is power’, in his publication
titled Meditationes Sacrae
in 1597. Hobbes, as a young
man, was secretary to Bacon.
A cynic may suggest that
Hobbes was a thief or, at best,
a plagiarist, but likely he was
just using the language of the
day and perhaps with some
poetic licence. The question
of IP (intellectual property)
would most likely not have
risen too often in the 16th
and 17th centuries.
Regardless of your take on
the subject, I agree with the
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philosophy that knowledge
is power. In today’s world,
knowledge is not just a
matter of what you learn from
an education perspective, it
also relies on the data that
supports it. Good, reliable
data is a precious commodity,
so losing it, regardless of your
knowledge, could make you
powerless. And powerless at
an unfathomable cost.
Recently, the ATO issued
an alert after being notified
of data breaches because
of criminals breaking into
the premises of some tax
practices in western Sydney.
The theft of taxpayer
information held on site at
these premises will most
likely lead to tax related
fraud and scams.
Keep in mind, these were
physical thefts. Accounting
practices, like any other
business, should already be
protecting their data from
cyber attacks and if not, they
should be getting appropriate
advice on cyber security. This
is regardless of the size of
the business or organisation.
Recently, the Australian
Securities and Investment
Commission (ASIC) and the
Reserve Bank of New Zealand
were both subjects of cyber
attacks. The potential loss of
sensitive data is mindboggling.
These incidences are
believed to be connected
as both organisations
are reliant on 20-yearold software provided by
California-based Accellion.
ASIC quickly responded by
closing credit applications
once they were alerted
that one of their servers,
containing documents
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including Australian credit
licence information, had been
hacked. ASIC acknowledged
that some documents
may have been viewed
but no credit applications
or attachments had been
opened or downloaded. The
server in question was also
closed as a precaution.
Changes were made to
the Privacy Act 1988, which
included additional powers
for the Office of the Australian
Information Commissioner
(OAIC) and tougher
penalties for misuse of
personal information, which
commenced in early 2020.
The Attorney-General
identified that the Privacy Act
required updating in response
to the boom of online
companies trading in personal
data. The changes were made
in recognition of the need to
protect Australians (especially
children) using the internet.

Changes to the penalty
regime included an increase
of the maximum penalties
for misuse of personal
information by entities
covered by the Privacy Act,
from $2.1 million for serious
or repeated breaches, to the
greatest of:
$10 million;
three times the value
of any benefit obtained
through the misuse of
information; or
10 per cent of a company’s
annual domestic turnover.
The updated penalties
brought Australia more in
line with the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR)
penalty regime in the UK.
Regardless of where your
data, including sensitive
records, are kept, they must
be secure. The case of the
western Sydney burglaries

highlights this for all
accountants holding paperbased documents.
The ATO in issuing its alert
on the matter provided a
checklist for those businesses
that have experienced such
break-ins, which covers
areas such as confirming
previous employees have no
building or computer access,
securing portable devices
such as laptops, password
management, paper file
management and security,
secure record destruction,
and security systems and
surveillance cameras.
The ATO urges accounting
practices that have been
broken into to call 1800 467
033 to report the incident.
They warn that depending
on the risk associated with
the incident if there is a
loss of client data, they may
withdraw access to the ATO
systems while the breach

is remediated. Accountants
should also advise the Tax
Practitioners Board as there
may be implications for their
registration under the Code
of Conduct when a breach
has occurred.
More advice for accountants
on this subject can be found
on the ATO website: Data
breach guidance for tax
professionals and Security
advice for tax professionals.
Yes, knowledge is power
but don’t be disempowered
by allowing your data to
go missing.

Wayne Debernardi
general manager, public affairs,
IPA
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ADVOCACY
IPA’s work

to ensure the individual’s
education undertaking meets
the intention of the proposed
policy. This will have
implications for members in
terms of tax treatment for
individuals and proposed FBT
changes relating to employerprovided education.

Advocacy update
from the IPA
The IPA’s advocacy effort has
continued to focus on the many
challenges of rebuilding the economy
post COVID. The team has worked
with the key and relevant areas
of government and the regulators.
Importantly, the IPA has continued
to collaborate with the other
professional bodies to provide
a unified and effective voice for
members and the community at large

IPA’s pre-budget 202122 submission — getting
the Australian economy
back on track in a
COVID-19 world
The pandemic has
interrupted the normal
federal government
budgetary cycle, which
resulted in two prebudget submissions last
year and now one for the
2021-22 year. IPA’s range of
recommendations included:
bold and holistic tax reform,
reducing the regulatory
burden, reviewing the
cost recovery model
for funding regulators,
innovation policy, funding
for small business viability
reviews, wage subsidy
schemes (like JobKeeper),
workplace relations,
creating employment,
trade policy, mental health
and overall boosting small
business productivity.
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The IPA says a conditional
‘yes’ to further education
and training expenses for
individuals being deductible
Treasury’s discussion
paper proposes a tax
deduction for individuals
undertaking further training
and education, which the
IPA fully supports as long
as appropriate integrity
measures are applied.
With the current volatile
labour market impacted by
COVID-19 and restrictions
on skilled migration and
given the transient nature
of individuals changing
career paths, it is essential
to incentivise people to
continually upgrade their
skills over the course of
their working life. Plus, the
Australian economy is in
need of more developed and
local human capital. The
IPA, however, recommends
a shared risk approach

‘We need to ensure that
Australian consumers
have access to affordable
financial advice’
IPA made its submission
to ASIC after surveying
members who practice
in the financial advice
space. ASIC acknowledges
the significant price gap
between what consumers
are prepared to pay for
financial advice and what
it costs advisers to prepare
the advice. IPA members
overwhelmingly pointed
to the cost of compliance,
which is built into the
process of providing advice.
This includes, statutory,
regulatory, commercial,
insurance obligations, which
must all be factored in and
make the cost prohibitive
for consumers. IPA made
various recommendations
for streamlining the process
and reducing costs, including
removing or reducing the
ASIC industry funding levy.
Delaying the proposed start
date of Single Touch Payroll
(STP) Phase 2
The proposed start date
for STP Phase 2 is 1 July
2021. IPA, CPA Australia,
CA ANZ, The Tax Institute,
ICB, TSA, NTAA and ABA
are association members
of the ATP Tax Practitioner
Stewardship Group and have
collaborated to form a group
voice to government to
extend the start date until 1
July 2022. Recognising that
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complexity and uncertainty
involved. The group put
forward alternative options.
Proposed change to
submit accounts 45 days
prior to the lodgement date
makes no sense
The proposal to insert a
new regulation into the SIS
Act requiring accounts and
statements to be prepared
at least 45 days before
the lodgement date was
strongly opposed by the
IPA for numerous reasons,
including the increased
pressure on accountants
to comply, the significant
penalties that would apply,
increased workload on
the ATO, and the timing
of information that is
available to comply with this
proposed change.

For a complete rundown of
what the IPA has been doing
during this pandemic visit:
publicaccountants.org.au/
news-advocacy/covid-19-news

the accounting profession
has been instrumental in
the implementation of STP
thus far and in addition
has borne the weight of
implementing COVID-related
stimulus packages and other
government initiatives, the
group believes the current
time frame is unrealistic.
Additionally, software
providers are not ready
with the necessary payroll
software solutions and
microbusinesses need time
to digitise and adapt.
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The accounting profession
has a major part to
play in accounting for
sustainability
The International Financial
Reporting Standards
Foundation (IFRS) sought
comments on its possible
role as the global standard
setter for internationally
recognised sustainability
reporting standards. The
IPA Group is supportive
of the need to consolidate
and develop consistency in
reporting standards across
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As of December, the Register
of Members can be found
on the IPA’s official website:
publicaccountants.org.au/

the world. Currently,
fragmentation is
occurring at domestic and
regional levels with many
‘sustainability’ programs
not achieving their
intended purpose. IPA
members who are part
of the global profession
should keep abreast of
such developments.

JobMaker Hiring Credit
Exposure Draft Rules
introduce welcome
measures
As members of the National
Tax Liaison Group (NTLG),
the IPA along with CA ANZ,
CTA, CPA Australia, LCA
and The Tax Institute made
a collaborative response
to the draft JobMaker
Hiring Credit Exposure
Rules. The group welcomed
the measure, however
highlighted areas to be
addressed including the
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Changes to the FASEA
Code of Ethics Guide are
needed to provide certainty
and reduce confusion
Even though the
government has since made
an announcement that the
Financial Adviser Standards
and Ethics Authority
(FASEA) is to be wound up,
consultation on the Code of
Ethics Guide was valuable to
try and make improvements
for advisers who will still
be subject to the same
legislative requirements.
Clarity and guidance are
needed across many of
the standards, including
those relating to the best
interests duty and conflicts
of interest. There is also a
need to provide consistency
between ASIC and FASEA
guidance as they are not
always aligned.
For a complete rundown of
what the IPA’s submissions,
visit: https://bit.ly/3rVOwPt
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D

espite sustained
pressure from a range
of industry sectors,
Treasurer Josh Frydenberg
continuously poured cold
water on any suggestions
that the JobKeeper program
– a program that has been
a saviour for Australian
businesses during the worst
of the COVID-19 pandemic
– could have any extra life
beyond 28 March.
The scheme had already
been extended by six months
from the end of September
after a large majority of
Australian businesses that
signed up to the program
had yet to get back on their
feet. In addition, the state of

Victoria at the time was also
in the grips of a monthslong hard lockdown as it
desperately tried to curb the
second wave of coronavirus
cases in the state.
But since the end of
September, over 500,000
businesses have graduated
from the JobKeeper program,
according to recent figures
from the Australian Taxation
Office. All industries
experienced significant falls
in the number of employees
covered by the JobKeeper
program, with the majority
falling by at least half.
Every state and territory
recorded a decrease of at
least 60 per cent in employees
receiving JobKeeper from
the first phase to the second
phase, with the exception
of Victoria, which recorded

a decrease of 44 per cent,
most likely held back by its
second lockdown.
By industry, retail
trade (down 68 per cent),
accommodation and
food services (down 52
per cent), education and
training (down 50 per cent),
wholesale trade (down 71 per
cent) and construction (down
48 per cent) all experienced
substantial falls.
Further, the improvement
in the number of individuals
and businesses on JobKeeper
was consistent across all
states, territories, regions
and sectors. The number of
individuals supported by the
JobKeeper program stood
at 1.54 million in December
2020, down from the 3.6
million recorded in the
month of September 2020.

A year on from the wage subsidy that has saved
Australia from economic collapse, the landmark
JobKeeper scheme is reaching its end. So, what now
for businesses still struggling to stay alive?

SAFE
TO
COME
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But on the other hand,
some industries still had
a majority of employees
on the JobKeeper
payment, including arts
and recreation services
(down 37 per cent),
transport, postal and
warehousing (down 36 per
cent), and construction
(down 48 per cent).
Before the JobKeeper
extension and the miracle
recovery from a wide range
of sectors, there were major
fears that the end of the
scheme would result in a
sudden spike of businesses
entering insolvency as
a whole heap of ‘zombie’
businesses remain propped
up by stimulus.
In response to those
fears, the federal
government introduced the
most significant changes
to the country’s insolvency
framework in decades,
including a new, simplified
debt restructuring process
that can be accessed
by small businesses
experiencing distress.
The framework draws on
key features of the Chapter
11 bankruptcy model in
the US and will apply to
incorporated businesses
with liabilities of less than
$1 million.
The process is estimated
to cover around 76 per cent
of businesses subject to
insolvencies today, 98 per
cent of which have less
than 20 employees.
For businesses concerned
about liquidation, former
small business ombudsman
Kate Carnell suggests that
small businesses secure
their assets through the
Personal Property Securities
Register (PPSR) so they
are better protected in the
event of an insolvency.
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“WHILE THE ATO HAS BEEN VERY QUIET FOR
ALMOST 12 MONTHS, THAT WON’T LAST (THEIR DEBT
BOOK IS AN ESTIMATED $53 BILLION AND THEY
WANT TO RECOUP THIS). AND THAT’S WHEN WE
EXPECT TO SEE THE INSOLVENCY WAVE BUILDING”

publicaccountant.com.au
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“Given the incredibly tough
past 12 months we’ve had
and predictions of a wave
of insolvencies to come,
PPSR has never been more
important,” she says. “The
greatest pity is that many
small businesses find it too
difficult to use.”
Ms Carnell says the
PPSR, if used correctly, is
a powerful tool that can
deliver significant benefits to
small businesses.
“Many small businesses
are not aware that correctly
registering their interests can
save them a world of pain in
the long run,” she says.
“So many small businesses
have invested heavily in their
businesses over the past
12 months, but few know that
they can secure these loans,
pushing them higher up the
security chain if there’s an
insolvency. More importantly,
small businesses that register
their interests won’t need
to fight tooth and nail to
retain title to their goods if a
business customer winds up.”
But according to the
ASBFEO’s PPSR Research
Paper, an urgent overhaul of
the PPSR system is required
to make it accessible to
small businesses.
The paper recommended
streamlining the system by
encouraging small business
cloud accounting platforms
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to provide regtech solutions
such as pop-up reminders
to small business owners
who record a personal loan
to the balance sheet, before
alerting them to register it
on the PPSR. Ms Carnell says
the PPSR in its current form
is not making life easier for
small businesses.
“The name is confusing,
the language is overly
technical and the operation
of the register is very
complicated,” she says.
“Many small businesses
we spoke to said they would
need a lawyer to help them
register their interests — an
additional cost burden for
struggling small businesses.
“Put simply, systems and
regulations imposed on small
businesses by government
need to be easy to get right
and hard to get wrong. At the
moment, PPSR is hard to get
right and easy to get wrong.”
Filling in the JobKeeper void
But while most industry
sectors are well on their
way to a full economic
recovery, others continue to
struggle. With the JobKeeper
tap turned off, the federal
government has looked to
other stimulus programs
that are much smaller and
more targeted. One industry
that continues to be hardhit by the coronavirus crisis

3.6

MILLION
The number of individuals
supported by JobKeeper
in September 2020

is aviation. Over the last
12 months, at least 11,000
aviation workers have been
made redundant, while
a further 2,500 groundhandling and cleaning
workers have been axed and
outsourced by Qantas.
Following a warning
from Health Department
secretary, Professor Brendan
Murphy, that international
border closures will most
likely remain until 2022,
a group of 14 aviation
companies including
Virgin Australia, Menzies
Aviation and the Transport
Workers Union (TWU) have
called for a JobKeeper-like
program that is essentially
a JobKeeper extension to all
aviation workers.
TWU assistant national
secretary Nick McIntosh says
the government must act
quickly to ensure our critical
aviation industry remains
intact and retains its highly
trained, skilled workforce.
“The loss of skilled
workers in the aviation
industry has already been
colossal. Thousands of
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families have been left
jobless and thousands
more are looking to another
year of uncertainty, made
worse by the impending
termination of JobKeeper,”
Mr McIntosh says.
“For aviation, this year
began in the same manner
as the height of last year’s
lockdowns, with both
international and domestic
borders closed. It makes no
sense to remove the wage
subsidy lifeline that has kept
aviation businesses going
and assisted many workers
to keep their jobs and pay
their bills while planes
are grounded.
“We need a plan to keep
aviation going while borders
remain shut; otherwise, more
jobs will be lost, which would
be devastating for working
families, tourism and the
economy’s ability to recover.”
The continued closure of
international borders (and
sometimes state borders)
has also left small travel
agents unable to trade,
something that will likely
remain a persistent issue for
at least the rest of this year.
After thousands of travel
agents reached out to the
small business ombudsman
for help, the government
announced a $128 million
scheme that essentially
offers travel agents with
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a turnover of between
$50,000 and $20 million a
one-off payment.
Under the scheme,
payments are scaled from
a minimum $1,500 for a
business with a turnover of
$50,000 up to a maximum
payment of $100,000 for a
business with a turnover of
$20 million.
The Australian Federation
of Travel Agents was quick to
applaud the announcement.
“We are delighted that
the Morrison government
has acknowledged the
unique and challenging
circumstances that travel
agents have been confronted
with,” chief executive
Darren Rudd says. “This
package will help to ensure
the sector’s sustainability to
assist Australian travellers
with the new world of COVIDsafe travel.”
Further, since the start
of February, the federal
government has put in place
a JobMaker Hiring Credit as
an incentive for businesses to
form newly created positions
in return for extra stimulus
money. The JobMaker
scheme is scheduled to be in
place until 6 October 2022.
Under the JobMaker
program, businesses must
show an increase in their
employee headcount and
in the employee payroll for
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1.5

are given a grant to build a
new home or substantially
renovate an existing home,
with the intention of
propping up the residential
construction sector.

MILLION
The number of individuals
supported by JobKeeper
in December 2020

every quarterly period as
determined by the ATO, with
the amount received based
on the number of eligible
employees they have hired.
Under the scheme, eligible
businesses can access the
payment for up to 12 months
for each eligible additional
employee they hire between 7
October 2020 and 6 October
2021, and will be able to claim
up to $200 a week (or $10,400
a year) for each additional
eligible employee they hire
aged 16 to 29 years, and up to
$100 a week (or $5,200 a year)
for those aged 30 to 35 years.
Employees need to have
completed a minimum
average of 20 hours (worked
or paid) per week during the
time they were employed in
the JobMaker period.
Then there was the
HomeBuilder program that
was originally intended
to last until the end of
2020 before the federal
government extended the
program until 31 March 2021.
Under HomeBuilder,
eligible owner-occupiers
(including first home buyers)

Businesses should start
getting real
The aforementioned stimulus
measures are just a few from
the federal government,
and don’t include the small
business support measures
introduced across the state
and territory governments.
Clearly, there are many
other avenues of support for
businesses beyond JobKeeper.
Regardless, even with the
range of support programs
available to businesses, for
those that have largely relied
on JobKeeper during some of
the (or the entire) duration of
the scheme, Jirsch Sutherland
national managing partner
Bradd Morelli suggests that
business owners and directors
do a simple self-assessment
and determine whether,
post-JobKeeper, they have the
ability to pay staff wages, tax,
rent and superannuation.
“It’s crucial for business
owners and directors to be
proactive and to act early if
they’re in financial distress,”
he says. “There can be
options, but it’s important to
understand which process is
right and know when to use it.
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“There’s a huge difference
between early intervention,
a controlled process, a
reactive process and a forced
winding up.”
Mr Morelli also says he
expects that once businesses
that are still on JobKeeper
receive their last payments
in April, the ATO will start to
pursue outstanding debts.
“While the ATO has been very
quiet for almost 12 months,
that won’t last (their debt book
is an estimated $53 billion
and they want to recoup this).
And that’s when we expect
to see the insolvency wave
building,” he says.
Mr Morelli also highlights
recent reforms such as the
Small Business Restructuring
and Simplified Liquidation
processes may help struggling
businesses out of trouble.
However, he warns that such
reforms “aren’t as simple as
they first appear”.
“While they encourage
earlier intervention, they
come with their own level of
complexities,” Mr Morelli says.
“Despite the reforms, the
best and most appropriate
appointment may still be
a traditional appointment.
There are various options, so
it’s important for business
owners to ask for help
if unsure. As always, it’s
crucial to be proactive and to
act early.”
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HOW EVENTS
UNFOLDED –
AUSTRALIA’S
COVID-19
TIMELINE:

2020

22 January
Australia had its first confirmed case of
COVID-19.
19 March
Australia closed international borders.
22 March
The JobSeeker payment was doubled for
six months, part of a $66 billion stimulus
package that also allowed those under
financial duress to draw down their
superannuation.
23 March
Cafés, restaurants, pubs and clubs around
the country closed, except for takeaway.
28 March
A daily diagnosis peak was reached, with
469 new cases confirmed.
30 March
The $130 billion JobKeeper package was
announced, to run to 27 September.

6 September
Victorian Premier Daniel Andrews released
details of the ‘roadmap’ for easing
restrictions across the state, contingent on
cases continuing to drop.

21 July
Details of amended JobSeeker and
JobKeeper packages were released,
confirming the JobSeeker Coronavirus
Supplement would run beyond its
original end date of the end of September,
albeit in a two-tier, two-stage tapering
arrangement.
2 August
Victorian Premier Daniel Andrews
announced Melbourne would enter a
Stage 4 lockdown that week, running
until at least mid-September, to combat a
renewed outbreak.

29 September
WA Premier Mark McGowan said he
would not “unnecessarily rush” to lift
the state’s hard border closure, with the
state’s chief health officer advising the WA
government that the step should only be
taken following 28 days of zero community
transmission in all states and territories.
6 October
The federal government delivered its
2020-21 budget, delayed from the usual
May release because of the pandemic.
Having forecast a $6.1 billion surplus prepandemic, the budget was revised to show
an expected $213.7 billion deficit.

4 August
Victoria reported 687 new cases and by
7 August had 6,774 active cases. With the
state in lockdown to control the spread,
this would prove to be the peak of its
second wave.

5 April
Western Australia closed its borders to
the rest of the country.

8 August
The Queensland government implemented
a ‘hard border closure’, adding NSW and
the ACT to the entry ban, which already
applied to people from Victoria.

8 July
A day after Victoria recorded 191
new COVID-19 cases in 24 hours, its
highest jump to that point, Melbourne
entered Stage 3 lockdown and the NSW
government closed its border with the
southern state.

17 August
NSW Premier Gladys Berejiklian
apologised “unreservedly” for mistakes
made by NSW Health in allowing infected
Ruby Princess cruise ship passengers
to disembark and travel within NSW,
interstate and overseas.
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28 September
The JobKeeper payment dropped by at least
$300 per fortnight (more if fewer than 20
hours were being worked per fortnight).

12 October
A phased return to classroom learning
began for students across Victoria and
on 18 October lockdown restrictions were
further eased throughout the state.
23 October
Prime Minister Scott Morrison said with the
exception of WA, the national cabinet had
“agreed in principle on a framework” for
reopening Australia’s internal borders “by
Christmas”.
26 October
Victoria achieved what was dubbed a
‘donut day’: 0 new cases and 0 deaths over
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the previous 24 hours — the first time
in the 139 days since 9 June there were
zero new daily cases. Tasmania topped
CommSec’s quarterly State of the States
economic performance league ladder for
the second quarter in a row. As of that
date, Tasmania had recorded 75 days
without a new COVID-19 case, second
only to the Northern Territory’s 85 days.
Tasmania last topped the state’s economic
ladder in 2009.
27 October
At 11:59pm, almost 16 weeks after
Melbourne went into Stage 3 lockdown,
the city moved from ‘stay home’
restrictions to ‘stay safe’ conditions,
with bars and eateries reopening,
sport recommencing and social
gatherings allowed.
1 November
Australia recorded zero cases of COVID-19
acquired locally, ie through community
transmission, for the first time since
9 June.
8 November
At 11:59pm, after four months the
metaphorical ‘ring of steel’ separating
Melbourne from regional Victoria was lifted.
16 November
The South Australian government
reintroduced a range of restrictions
including closing gyms and lowering
attendance at funerals, in response to a
new localised outbreak. The restrictions
were lifted five days later after it was
discovered a case of suspected casual
transmission had actually resulted
from close contact.
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24 November
Victoria recorded no active COVID-19
cases in the state for the first time since
21 February.
20 December
70,000 residents in Sydney’s Northern
Beaches entered what would become
a three-week lockdown in response
to a COVID-19 outbreak known as the
‘Avalon cluster’ that eventually involved
151 diagnoses.
31 December
The Early Release Superannuation
Scheme closed. The Australian Prudential
Regulation Authority subsequently
released data showing that 4.8 million
applications for early release of funds
were approved, totalling $36.4 billion.
The average payment amount across
the two periods when applications were
permitted was $7,638. According to the
Australian Institute of Superannuation
Trustees, “Nearly 1 million young workers
under the age of 35” either closed their
super accounts or had less than $1,000
remaining after accessing the scheme
and “over 73,000 Australians lost
insurance cover linked to their account”.

2021

2 January
The NSW government made face masks
mandatory in supermarkets, places
of worship and on public transport in
Greater Sydney, the Central Coast and
Wollongong. Mask use had remained
mandatory in such settings in Victoria
past the end of its lockdown.
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4 January
The JobKeeper payment dropped again,
this time by at least $200 per fortnight
(more if fewer than 20 hours were being
worked per fortnight).
8 January
At a meeting called urgently in response
to identification of the new ‘UK strain’
of COVID-19 in quarantining returned
travellers, the national cabinet
halved the number of international
passengers allowed into Australia
via NSW, Queensland and WA, made
masks mandatory for domestic as well
as international air passengers and
introduced a requirement for international
travellers to return a negative test before
being allowed to fly (international traveller
limits returned to previous levels in NSW
and Queensland on 15 February).
8 January
Greater Brisbane entered a three-day
lockdown after a quarantine hotel
cleaner was diagnosed with the ‘UK
strain’ of COVID-19.
15 January
The first of 15 charter flights bringing
tennis players and support staff to
Australia to compete in the Australian
Open arrived in Melbourne, with all
passengers going straight into a
mandatory two-week hotel quarantine.
31 January
Just as the new school year was about to
begin, Perth and the Peel and South West
regions of Western Australia went into
a five-day lockdown after a quarantine
hotel security guard contracted COVID-19,

ending the state’s 10-month run without
community transmission.
3 February
Restrictions including mandatory
masks indoors and lowered caps on
gatherings in homes were reintroduced
in Victoria, in response to an Australian
Open quarantine support worker testing
positive for COVID-19.
10 February
The Melbourne Airport Holiday Inn was
evacuated after quarantine workers there
were found to have been infected with
COVID-19. The cluster would grow to 22
people by 19 February.
12 February
In response to the Holiday Inn cluster,
Victoria entered a five-day statewide
lockdown. The Australian Open was
permitted to continue, without spectators.
21 February
The first doses of COVID-19 vaccine were
administered in Australia. Prime Minister
Scott Morrison was among a group of
12 recipients of the Pfizer vaccine at a
publicity event. Rollout of the vaccine
to frontline workers around the country
began the following day.
28 February
The federal Minister for Health and Aged
Care said that in the first four days of
the vaccine roll-out, “almost 30,000
Australians had been vaccinated,
including 8,110 aged care and disability
residents throughout 117 care facilities”.
2 March
The federal government announced
Australia’s international borders would
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remain closed until at least 17 June 2021,
three months later than the 17 March
date for reopening, which was originally
planned when borders were closed 12
months earlier. Almost 40,000 Australians
are currently overseas but registered
with the Department of Foreign Affairs
and Trade as wanting to return home as
soon as possible.
3 March
The Australian Bureau of Statistics
released data showing rose 3.1 per cent
in the December quarter, as COVID-19
related restrictions continued to ease.
This followed a 3.4 per cent rise in the
September quarter 2020. The end result
for 2020 as a whole was that Australia’s
economy shrank by 1.1 per cent.
5 March
Federal Health Department secretary
Brendan Murphy announced the CSL facility
in Melbourne was on track to deliver the
first batch of doses of the AstraZeneca
vaccine in the week beginning on 22 March.
The announcement followed news that Italy
had blocked the export of 250,000 doses
of the same vaccine to Australia on the
grounds that Australia was ‘not vulnerable’
to COVID-19 given the low number of cases
in the country.
10 March
The federal Department of Health reported
Australia had 110 active COVID-19 cases,
with none acquired locally in the previous
seven days, and there had been 909 deaths
from the disease since the pandemic began,
from a total of 29,061 cases nationally.
Source: Roy Morgan
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AUSSIES
BIG
TECH
versus

Most of us don’t remember a time when news content wasn’t a
key feature of Facebook and Google. Let’s be honest, a majority
of us use Google and Facebook for its news content. So, when
Australia announced it would be moving towards forcing the
tech giants to pay publishers, fireworks exploded
| by Maja Garaca Djurdjevic |

N

ow, many weren’t
aware of Australia’s
intentions until Google
started shouting threats of
abandonment and Facebook
announced its departure
with a “heavy heart”.
So, what actually happened?
Was the Australian
government reasonable in
its approach? Was its choice
to wage war against the tech
giants warranted?
The highly contentious
News Media and Digital
Platforms Mandatory
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Bargaining Code, also
simply known as the media
bargaining bill, passed
Parliament in February.
Considering a fairly radical
piece of reform, Treasurer
Josh Frydenberg hailed it a
win for journalism.
But is it?
“The code will ensure that
news media businesses are
fairly remunerated for the
content they generate, helping
to sustain public interest
journalism in Australia,”
Mr Frydenberg said.

What does the code entail?
Well, the code (again,
according to Mr Frydenberg)
does not require any
particular payment, instead
it “provides a framework
for good faith negotiations
between the parties and a
fair and balanced arbitration
process to resolve
outstanding disputes”.
If parties are unable to
agree on a payment, an
independent arbitrator
is called upon to reach a
decision. This is expected
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to be done within 45 days.
In reality, the code requires
news businesses to
meet certain conditions,
including to earn over
$150,000 in revenue, before
they can sign up to receive
payment for their content
that appears on search
engines or social media.
Moreover, a news media
business must:
Predominantly produce
‘core news’, and publish
this online.
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“THEY ARE BEHAVING LIKE A SCHOOLYARD
BULLY. THEY REALLY DON’T CARE ABOUT THE
AUSTRALIAN NEWS MEDIA INDUSTRY AT ALL”
The draft code defines
‘core news’ as journalism
on publicly significant
issues, journalism that
engages Australians in
public debate and informs
democratic decision making,
and journalism relating to
community and local events.
Some examples of this kind
of journalism are political
reporting, court, and
crime reporting.
Adhere to appropriate
professional editorial
standards.
These can include editorial
standards set by the Press
Council or the Independent
Media Council, editorial
standards set in relevant
media industry codes,
or equivalent internal
editorial standards.
Maintain editorial
independence from the
subjects of their news
coverage.
News sources are unlikely
to meet this test if they
are owned or controlled by
a party that has a direct
commercial interest in the
coverage they produce —
such as a magazine that
mainly produces sponsored
or ‘advertorial’ content, or
a publication reporting on
a local council owned by
that council. News sources
are also unlikely to meet
this test if they are owned
or controlled by a political
advocacy organisation, such
as a political party or a union.
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Senior lecturer at
Swinburne University,
Belinda Barnet, doesn’t
expect Facebook to yield
to Australia. She firmly
believes Facebook exercised
its leverage to push the
government to tone down
its approach to the law.
“One of the amendments
I think was significant is that
the code itself has not yet
designated any particular
platforms or products. It’s
clearly written for Google and
Facebook, and potentially
down the track Microsoft, but
the government has said to
Facebook and Google, ‘if you
behave for the next month as
if the code applied to you and
go out and make deals with
outlets and negotiate fairly,
then there is a possibility that
you may not get designated’,”
Dr Barnet explained.

But before any of this
is done, the responsible
minister – Mr Frydenberg –
needs to designate platforms
and services to which the
mandatory code applies.
The stated intention is to
designate Google’s search
services and Facebook’s news
feed service. The most logical
progression would be a move
towards Microsoft. However,
as things currently stand,
the Australian government
has given Facebook and
Google a hall pass, allowing
them to potentially remain
“undesignated” if they behave
“nice” (We’ll expand on this
further down).
Why did Facebook
pull news?
The drama around Facebook
has been a little more
disruptive to the Australian
public. While the Google tittertat remained largely under
the radar, mid-February,
Facebook moved to block the
sharing and viewing of news
content after announcing that
Australia’s proposed media
bargaining law misunderstood
the platform’s relationship
with publishers.
“It has left us facing a
stark choice: attempt to
comply with a law that
ignores the realities of this
relationship, or stop allowing
news content on our services
in Australia,” Facebook’s
director for Australia and
New Zealand, William Easton,
said at the time.
“With a heavy heart, we are
choosing the latter.”

But a few days later, the
social media giant announced
a reversal of its initial
decision, with Mr Easton
declaring: “We’re pleased that
we’ve been able to reach an
agreement with the Australian
government and appreciate
the constructive discussions
we’ve had with Treasurer
Frydenberg and Minister
[for Communications Paul]
Fletcher over the past week.
“After further discussions,
we are satisfied that the
Australian government
has agreed to a number of
changes and guarantees that
address our core concerns
about allowing commercial
deals that recognise the
value our platform provides
to publishers relative to the
value we receive from them.”
The reversal came
following a meeting between
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the man behind Facebook,
Mark Zuckerberg himself,
and Mr Frydenberg, not long
after which the Treasurer
announced a series of
amendments, including to
the process under which a
service is designated.
Namely, following their
chat, Mr Frydenberg
said that the decision to
designate a platform under
the code will actually take
into account whether a
digital platform has made
a “significant contribution”
to the “sustainability of the
Australian news industry”.
Moreover, before designating
the platform, the Treasurer
must give notice, then wait 30
days before the designation is
confirmed. That is supposed to
give the platform time to think
about how it will provide news
to Aussies.
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Signed partnerships
Despite Google’s initial scare
campaign, the search engine
has inked deals with some of
Australia’s biggest media –
the guys with already fairly
deep pockets – such as Nine
Entertainment and Seven
West, each reportedly worth
over $30 million a year.
These were followed by a
global agreement with Rupert
Murdoch’s News Corp, which
along with Nine is believed to
have lobbied the government
to pass the bill.
So, aside from its initial
threat that it may very well
pull all of its products from
Australia, Google has since
conceded that it does not
oppose the idea of a code
that would regulate the
relationship between tech
giants and media businesses.
But, as was the case at
the beginning of March,
Facebook appears to be in
a gridlock with a bunch of
the big media, with reports
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2.8

BILLION
People log on to Facebook each
month, according to Statista

surfacing that it refuses to
budge on clauses allowing it
to walk away from the deals.
According to a written
response to a Public
Accountant media enquiry,
Facebook has signed
“letters of intent” with
news organisations Seven
West Media, Private Media,
Schwartz Media and Solstice
Media. These commercial
agreements are subject
to signing full agreements
within 60 days and are said to
bring a new slate of premium
journalism, including some
previously paywalled content,
to Facebook.
“We have collaborated with
Facebook in the past and we
look forward to the ways in
which this deal will help us to
continue producing Australia’s
leading independent
journalism. It’s never been
more important than it is
now to have a plurality of
voices in the Australian
press,” Rebecca Costello, CEO
of Schwartz Media, said at
the end of February.
What happens next?
According to Dr Barnet,
the possibility of Facebook
becoming “designated” in
the next month is very real
given its apparent lag and
disregard for the code. Google,
on the other hand, is making a
conscious effort to comply.
So, could Facebook pull
news from our pages again in
the near future?
“Yes, that’s absolutely what
they’ll do,” Dr Barnet said.
“They’ve been bullies; they
are behaving like a schoolyard
bully. They really don’t care

about the Australian news
media industry at all.”
Her advice to the government
is to say no to bullying.
“We shouldn’t allow
ourselves to be pushed
around by this big platform.
If they have that power and
they’re not going to play
nice, then maybe Australia
needs to consider alternative
platforms,” Dr Barnet said.
Is Australia a world leader?
All in all, Australia is definitely
shifting the sphere when
it comes to defining the
relationship between tech
giants and news publishers.
In recent weeks, European
politicians too have been
pushing for national
governments to enact
new legislation that would
strengthen the hand of news
organisations in their battle
with internet behemoths.
European Union countries in
particular are looking at a June
deadline to adopt national
versions of a block-wide law
that aims to improve media
bargaining powers against the
big tech companies.
At the time of writing, France
was the only EU country to
implement the new EU law,
but it too has flagged that
legislation could be sharpened
if it doesn’t prove sufficient.
“We just cannot leave
decisions, which have a huge
impact on our democracies, to
computer programs without
any human supervision or to
the board rooms in Silicon
Valley,” European Commission
President Ursula von der
Leyen said at a recent Munich
Security Conference.
The debate, as it stands, is far
from over. In fact, the topic of
the power of big tech has been
brewing for over a decade. The
safest remark to make at this
point is that only time will tell
who will emerge victorious.
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THE CODE OF CODE
Q. Which digital
platforms would be
covered by the code?
Digital platforms must
participate in the code
if the Treasurer makes a
determination specifying
that the code would apply to
them. The government has
announced that the code
would initially apply only
to Facebook and Google.
Other digital platforms may
be added to the code if they
hold a significant bargaining
power imbalance with
Australian news media
businesses in the future.
Q. Why is this code
necessary?
According to the ACCC,
the code seeks to “address
the fundamental bargaining
power imbalance
between Australian news
media businesses and
major digital platforms.
“While bargaining power
imbalances exist in other
areas, the bargaining
power imbalance between
news media businesses
and major digital platforms
is being addressed as a
strong and independent
media landscape is
essential to a wellfunctioning democracy,” the
ACCC has said.
Q. What type of news is
covered by the code?
In order to be eligible to
participate in the draft code,
a news media business must
nominate one or more of its
news sources that mainly
produces ‘core news’. The
draft code defines ‘core
news’ to include journalism
about publicly significant
issues; journalism that
engages Australians in
public debate and informs
democratic decision making;
and journalism relating to
community and local events.
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COVID
TURNS
ONE

One year into the pandemic, Australia’s response has
(for the most part) left it better placed than most of
the world. But many challenges still lay ahead before
the country’s anywhere near a pre-COVID normal
| by Adrian Flores |

I

n mid-March, one of
the first decisions the
federal government took
in addressing the spread
of COVID-19 around the
world was shutting down
its international borders
and implement a system
whereby arrivals into the
country would undergo a
two-week hotel quarantine
process before being
allowed into the country.
It turns out that decision
would become a major factor
why, almost a year into the
pandemic with nearly 118
million coronavirus cases
and 2.6 million deaths,
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Australia accounts for
just over 29,000 cases and
around 900 deaths.
By comparison, the US has
almost 30 million cases and
nearly 540,000 deaths within
that same period, while the
UK has 4.2 million cases and
around 125,000 deaths.
In what has come to be
known as the zero-COVID
strategy, Australia’s approach
has made it join the ranks
of other countries such as
New Zealand, Hong Kong,
Taiwan and Vietnam that
have little to no community
transmission of the
coronavirus and are enjoying
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relaxed restrictions. This
year, with some COVID-safe
changes, Melbourne hosted
the Australian Open in tennis
while Sydney ran the Sydney
Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras,
both of which would likely not
have gone ahead were it not
for the success of Australia’s
zero-COVID strategy.
As we move further
into 2021, the focus of the
pandemic around the world
has moved to the vaccine
rollout and a potential
resumption of international
travel. On those fronts,
Australia faces a raft of
new challenges.
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Check out the COVID-19 Hub at
publicaccountants.org.au
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“I THINK THAT WE’LL GO MOST OF THIS
YEAR WITH STILL SUBSTANTIAL BORDER
RESTRICTIONS, EVEN IF WE HAVE A LOT
OF THE POPULATION VACCINATED”
Borders to remain shut
in 2021
At the start of the year,
Secretary of the Department
of Health Brendan Murphy
acknowledged that the
international borders and
mandatory hotel quarantine
system would continue for
a while yet, and that it was
unlikely that would change
in 2021.
“I think that we’ll go
most of this year with
still substantial border
restrictions, even if we
have a lot of the population
vaccinated,” Dr Murphy said.
The aviation industry
has been heavily affected
by both domestic and
international border
closures and was already
doing it tough long before
Dr Murphy’s prediction.
Research from EY at the
request of the Business
Council of Australia in
October 2020 estimated
the cost of the shutdown of
domestic aviation during the
first seven months since the
border closures has topped
$17 billion, and $61 billion for
international flights. Over
that period, the country’s
restrictions are costing the
economy $319 million a day.
The fallout includes
widespread job losses across
the aviation sector including
airlines, airports, catering,
and ground-handling and
transport services.
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Further, more than 34,000
people nationwide have
been affected by job losses
and furloughed positions,
with the nation’s two major
carriers laying off around
11,500 employees.
Responding to the
research, Business Council
of Australia chief executive
Jennifer Westacott warns of
the knock-on effect on local
hospitality and tourism.
“Every day flights remain
grounded costs Australia
$69 million or $2.1 billion
a month. When you add in
international aviation losses
at $250 million a day or
$7.6 billion per month, we are
talking about an enormous
hit to our economy,”
Ms Westacott says.

With the JobKeeper
scheme that has saved
so many businesses from
financial ruin ending in
March, it is no wonder that
the aviation industry is very
concerned about how they
will survive in 2021.
Challenges with the
vaccine rollout
The Australian COVID
vaccination program began
on 22 February, with aged
care and disability care
residents and workers,
frontline healthcare
workers, and quarantine
and border workers the first
people in the country to get
the jab. In response, the
Fair Work Ombudsman and
Safe Work Australia have
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updated their guidance on
the rollout of the COVID-19
vaccine in workplaces
as HR professionals
grapple with how they will
handle the process with
their employees.
As a guiding principle,
both the Fair Work
Ombudsman (FWO) and
Safe Work Australia (SWA)
have stressed that the
overwhelming majority of
employers should assume
they will not be able to
require their employees to
be vaccinated. Similarly,
they said it is unlikely in the
majority of circumstances
that employees could refuse
to come to work because,
for instance, a colleague
had not been vaccinated.
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Regardless, both the FWO
and SWA advised employers
to be aware of any public
health orders that may
have been issued by
relevant state and territory
government health agencies
that could require certain
workers to be vaccinated in
some high-risk industries.
“The latest guidance
provided by the FWO
and SWA reinforces the
federal government’s
broader vaccine policy
that vaccination should be
voluntary,” said AttorneyGeneral and Minister
for Industrial Relations
Christian Porter.
“As the Prime Minister
has said many times, the
government expects that
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the overwhelming majority
of Australians will want to
be vaccinated to protect
themselves and their
loved ones, and so they
can get on with their lives
without disruption.”
Despite the release of
workplace guidance, the
rollout has fallen well
short of the government’s
expectations. Despite
a modest target of at
least 60,000 doses being
administered by the end of
February, the government
administered only
33,702 doses.
In addition, Australia
has been caught up in
diplomatic tensions around
the vaccine when Italy
decided to block the export
of a quarter of a million
doses of the AstraZeneca
vaccine to the country.
Trade Minister Dan
Tehan called Italy’s decision
“vaccine protectionism”.
“Hopefully they will change
their mind. The more we
can put collective pressure
on them, the more they will
realise what they are doing
is wrong,” Mr Tehan said.
“I’ll be seeking to make sure
they get that message loud
and clear.”
Despite assurances that
the vaccine rollout would be
safe and straightforward,
and that every Australian
would be vaccinated by the
end of the year, the hiccups
during the first few weeks
indicate there could be
further bumps in the road
towards herd immunity.
Snap lockdowns becoming
the norm
One of the consequences of
pursuing such an aggressive
strategy to containing
COVID, known largely
as ‘zero COVID’, is that
governments feel justified

2.6

MILLION
The number of COVIDrelated deaths worldwide

in enforcing shorter ‘snap’
lockdowns in response to
even just one case of local
transmission or COVID, or if
there’s been a case that has
been passed from a state’s
hotel quarantine system
out into the community.
In January, Queensland
put in place a three-day
lockdown in response to
a cleaner working in hotel
quarantine testing positive
to the hyper-infectious UK
variant of the virus.
Despite no outbreak
occurring as a result of the
infection, the economic
activity of more than
2 million people was put on
hold. Likewise in Western
Australia, its government
entered a five-day
lockdown in late January,
again due to a hotel
quarantine worker testing
positive to the UK variant
of the coronavirus.
Given there are still
hundreds of thousands of
new cases of coronavirus
overseas every day, the
potential of a sudden
internal border closure
or a quick lockdown
will remain on the mind
of businesses through
2021, meaning economic
recovery and renewed
business confidence will
remain precarious.
In Victoria, a five-day
lockdown was enforced
as part of efforts to
contain an outbreak that
began within its hotel
quarantine system.
To compensate
businesses affected, its
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government announced
a $143 million support
package for small
businesses, mainly
within the hospitality,
tourism, events and
creative industries.
However, such responses
have led to concerns that
businesses are being
treated as an afterthought
when governments make
lockdown decisions.
Commenting on the
February snap lockdown,
then small business
ombudsman Kate Carnell
said thousands of Victorian
small businesses needed to
shut up shop for five days
without any notice.
“Small businesses such
as florists and restaurants
currently have their
storage rooms packed with
supplies, ahead of what
they thought would be one
of their busiest trading
days of the year,” she said.
“Victorian restaurant
owners are understandably
frustrated, given this
lockdown announcement
came just hours after their
additional supplies were
delivered. Many were fully
booked all weekend.
“These small businesses
are set to lose thousands
of dollars’ worth of
stock through no fault
of their own. Given the
nightmarish 12 months
these cash-strapped small
businesses have already
been through, there’s a real
risk this lockdown could
break them.”
Overall, Australia
has done pretty well in
navigating the hurdles
presented by COVID-19.
But with the threat
continuing to lurk despite
the country’s vigilance, it is
still a long way to go before
it gets out of the woods.
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THE
GREAT
SUPER
DEBATE

Economics 101 suggests that a dollar today is worth more than
a dollar tomorrow. But when it comes to retirement savings, are
Australians better off pocketing a higher wage today or would a
boost in superannuation contributions yield a better outcome?
| by Cameron Micallef |

W

elcome to the Great
Super Debate – an
enduring discussion
in the Australian economic and
political sphere. Since compulsory
superannuation began nearly three
decades ago, various governments
have explored ways to move the
super guarantee contribution rate
closer to the 12 per cent mark.
Many have also disagreed.
As it stands today,
superannuation is currently at
9.5 per cent of a worker’s takehome pay.
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And this is where the debate
begins. As enacted by the
Morrison government, the super
guarantee (SG) contribution rate
is scheduled to increase to 10 per
cent in July this year, with further,
incremental increases planned in
the years ahead. However, since
the COVID-19 pandemic pushed
Australia into its first recession in
30 years, key groups have called
into question the government’s
intentions, with many arguing
Aussies should pocket the
planned increase now.
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Those in favour of lifting the
superannuation guarantee
from 9.5 to 12 per cent point to
the 4.6 million Australians who
cannot fund their own retirement,
arguing that lifting the rate will
ultimately take the pressure off
the pension system. On the other
hand, Australians who have been
impacted by the COVID-19 economic
slowdown need higher wages today,
with those in favour of supporting
wage growth pointing to the
economic benefits of lifting wages
over increasing superannuation.
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“SOMEONE ENTERING THE WORKFORCE FOR THE FIRST TIME
WHO CHOOSES A SINGLE WELL PERFORMING FUND AND
AVOIDS CREATING UNINTENDED MULTIPLE ACCOUNTS COULD
BE AS MUCH AS $98,000 BETTER OFF IN RETIREMENT”
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Workers will pay for 12%
super increase
One of the chief arguments
against raising the rate is
the concern that it will chip
away at any further wage
growth – which has already
been at anaemic levels in
Australia over recent years.
RBA governor Philip
Lowe said international
and local experiences have
shown some 80 per cent of
increases in superannuation
guarantees have been paid
by employers that have in
turn stalled wage growth.
As Australia emerges
from its first recession in
a generation, the RBA is
desperate to lift wages. In
doing so, it hopes it will lead
to higher consumer spending,
which will allow the bank to
hit its inflation targets.
The RBA’s economic
forecasts suggest that wage
growth will flatline at about
2.2 per cent from next year
when the super rise kicks in,
even if the jobless rate falls
to below 5 per cent, which
theoretically should put
pressure on wage increases.
“The real challenge we have
is to make wages grow at a
faster rate than they have
been,” Mr Lowe told a recent
parliamentary committee.
RBA assistant governor
Luci Ellis also recently
explained that the bank has
cut its workers’ pay forecasts
as the legislated increase to
superannuation is expected
to continue to put downward
pressure on wage growth.
She noted that wage
growth would have gotten
“a little bit of a pick-up from
here”, if not for the legislated
requirement for businesses
to boost their superannuation
contributions. Think tank the
Grattan Institute agrees.
Using administrative data
on 80,000 federal workplace
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2021

The Morrison government‘s
legislated increase in
superannuation from 9.5 to
10 per cent starts in July.

2014

The rate of
superannuation increases
to 9.5 per cent. Workers
who have not chosen a
fund are automatically put
into MySuper products.

2009

Superannuation, which
is worth over $1 trillion,
falls by $200 billion
during the GFC.

2003

Provisions introduced
to split superannuation
for divorced couples.

1999

Self-managed super
funds are introduced.

1992

Under the Keating
government, compulsory
superannuation is
introduced at 3 per cent a
year, gradually increasing
to 9 per cent by 2002.

1980s

Until the mid-1980s
superannuation was
generally limited to
public servants and
white-collar employees
of large corporations.

agreements made between
1991 and 2018, it found about
80 per cent of the cost of
increases in super is passed
to workers through low wage
rises within the life of an
agreement, typically twoto-three years. The longterm impact is likely to be
even higher.
According to Grattan,
these findings shouldn’t
come as a surprise. Pointing
to international studies of
similar schemes, Grattan
said workers typically pay
for most, if not all, of social
security contributions made
on their behalf. Which is why
past federal governments
have long assumed that
compulsory super is paid
out of workers’ wages, rather
than by employers.
Many supporters of higher
super, including former prime
minister Paul Keating, argue
that while past increases to
9.5 per cent were paid for
from wages, future increases
to 12 per cent won’t be.
The Grattan Institute also
points to research showing
that for many Australians,
the trade-off between higher
super and lower wages isn’t
worth it.
According to Grattan,
compulsory super set at
9.5 per cent, together with
the age pension, is already
doing its job, with most
retirees today said to be
more financially comfortable
than younger Australians
who are still working.
Grattan’s household
finances program director,
Brendan Coates, recently
said that the retirees of
tomorrow are likely to be
even better off.
“The average worker today
can expect a retirement
income of 89 per cent of
their pre-retirement income
– well above the 70 per cent
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benchmark used by the
OECD and others,” he said.
Mr Coates reminded
that the Henry Tax Review
recommended against
increasing compulsory super
beyond its then rate of 9
per cent of wages just on a
decade ago.
And with research
suggesting the benefits of
the SG are more nuanced
than originally thought,
a potential solution may
come in the form of ‘opt-in’.
While only rumoured at this
stage Aussie workers could
potentially get to choose
between a pay increase today
or the legislated increase in
superannuation.
It’s time to lift the rate
On the other side of the
Great Super Debate are
those worried about what it
means to be a nation with
an ageing population. That
is: Australians won’t have
enough savings, and the
public purse won’t be able to
afford to cover them.
Industry funds and
think tanks opine leaving
superannuation at its
current levels will make it
harder for workers to retire
comfortably, while adding to
the cost of the age pension.
Industry Super Australia’s
research found, if the
currently legislated increase
is binned and workers
continue to receive only
9.5 per cent, a 30-year-old
couple on median wages
would lose $170,000 from
their retirement nest egg.
“Some politicians want to
break an election promise
and cut super, forcing
Australians to work longer
or retire with less. It’s time
for the government to
leave people’s super alone,”
Industry Super Australia
CEO Bernie Dean said.
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Super
guarantee
Period rate
1 July 2002 – 30 June 2013

9.00%

1 July 2013 – 30 June 2014 9.25%
1 July 2014 – 30 June 2021 9.50%
1 July 2021 – 30 June 2022 10.00%
1 July 2022 – 30 June 2023 10.50%
1 July 2023 – 30 June 2024 11.00%
1 July 2024 – 30 June 2025

11.50%

1 July 2025 – 30 June 2026
12.00%
and onwards

The government’s
Retirement Income Review
(RIR) report, which was
released by the end of 2020,
also found that Australians
could potentially sell the
equity in their home if they
should find themselves in
need of further retirement
funding. But Industry
Super Australia has slammed
this finding. With the
increasing cost of home
ownership in Australia, the
Industry Super Australia
has argued its members
cannot rely on selling their
home or setting up a reverse
mortgage later in life.
“Rather than getting
the legislated super boost,
politicians want Australians to
sell their family home to fund
retirement,” Mr Dean said.
Separate research by Rice
Warner has also suggested
reneging on the legislated
increase in the SG would add
a whopping $33 billion to
age pension costs over the
period to 2058. According to
ISA’s deputy chief executive
Matthew Linden, “Dumping
the legislated increase in the
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3.3

PER CENT
decrease in the value of total
assets in MySuper products
over the year to the September
quarter 2020, partly due to the
significant downturn in local
and overseas financial markets
as a result of COVID-19

SG will unequivocally leave
Australians with less private
savings at retirement and
more reliant on the publicly
funded age pension.”
“There is no free lunch, for
every dollar taken out of super
early the taxpayer has to pay
back even more in higher
pension costs – that’s why
if the government opts-out
of super it opts-in to higher
taxes,” Mr Linden added.
Can members get more
without lifting the rate?
But perhaps increasing the
rate of superannuation is
not the only way to achieve
better retirement outcomes
for members. A review
into Australia’s retirement

system, aptly named the
Retirement Income Review,
concluded that Australia’s
retirement income system
is “effective, sound and
broadly sustainable”, but
room for improvement was
also outlined.
Minister for
Superannuation, Financial
Services and the Digital
Economy Jane Hume
said the government is
focusing on “modernising
superannuation” by fixing
the holes outlined in
the review.
“The Protecting Your
Super reforms were aimed at
addressing erosion of small
and inactive accounts, the
accounts that were getting
the worst deal from our
superannuation system,”
Ms Hume said.
The government
plans to modernise the
superannuation system
by removing fees for
younger Australians and
by stapling them to higher
performance, and interactive
superannuation tools that
are all aimed at achieving
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greater outcomes for
members in retirement.
“Often, these excessive
premiums eroded the
balances of young people
that took years and years
of contributions to finally
increase their balance, which
is not an inspiring entrée
into the world of compulsory
super saving,” she said.
“The complexity of
the superannuation and
the lack of simple, clear
and independent advice
is currently holding
Australians back.
“Someone entering the
workforce for the first
time who chooses a single
well performing fund and
avoids creating unintended
multiple accounts could be
as much as $98,000 better
off in retirement.”
The debate continues
But there is another path
for superannuation – at
least in the near term. With
the economic backdrop
continuing to be challenging
while the global pandemic
persists, there could be
scope to pause the increase
until conditions improve.
While only a rumour at
this stage, Treasurer Josh
Frydenberg has hinted at
delaying increasing the rate
of superannuation until
such a time.
Government backbenchers,
however, have been more
explicit, including outspoken
ministers Tim Wilson and
Andrew Bragg.
“I don’t believe we should
be tipping more money into
a broken scheme,” Mr Bragg
previously said.
However, with the super
debate showing no signs of
subsiding, we’ll have to wait
to see how the story unfolds.
The Great Super Debate
continues...
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A history buff and a tax genius:

BRENDAN
COOK

A long-time member of the IPA, Brendan Cook has had a fruitful
career in accounting – kicking things off at the Australian Taxation
Office before moving to a spot in a big four accounting firm, then to
state government and eventually to his current role with Chevron
Australia where he has been for the past 10 years
| by Maja Garaca Djurdjevic |

M

r Cook followed in
his uncle’s footsteps
when he chose
to pursue an education in
accounting over 30 years ago.
Heeding the advice of his
parents and with a diploma
in accounting underway, he
joined the Tax Office at the
age of only 19 and his career
flourished from there.
“When I was 19, I sat
the public service test
and I joined the Tax
Office,” Mr Cook tells
Public Accountant.
“I got some good career
advice from my manager
at the time who told me
to pursue business or
commerce at university. I got
into university, but I couldn’t
really afford to go at the time,
but the Tax Office supported
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me with financial assistance
and I got my degree.”
When he left the Tax Office,
he moved to a big four firm.
“When I left them, I went
to work for Deloitte in their
indirect tax practice, dealing
with sales tax, payroll tax and
a range of other indirect tax
issues,” Mr Cook says.
“Then of course in late
1998, early ’99, with the GST
coming in, an opportunity
came up with Action
supermarkets, they wanted a
GST implementation person.
It was just around the corner
from where I lived, it paid a lot
more and it was a wonderful
opportunity so I got that job.”
But it wasn’t long before
Mr Cook was poached
by the West Australian
state government.

“A job came up at the
state government for a tax
accountant looking after
the GST and FBT, so I joined
the Department of Justice,”
he explains.
Soon, however, opportunity
again would see him take
on the role of the first tax
manager for the Office
of Shared Services. His
admirable knowledge of all
things GST then caught the
eye of the world’s second
largest metals and mining
corporation, Rio Tinto,
where he would fulfil a
similar function.
“That was a very good
opportunity. The good thing
about that job is that I was
offered a lot of scope for travel,
lots of trips to the US, Canada
and the UK,” Mr Cook says.
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From there, he found his
place in Chevron.
“There I started as an
indirect tax specialist
including FBT, adding
withholding tax issues
as they came up. I then
moved on to managing the
corporate income tax return
planning and preparation
process,” Mr Cook says.
“One of the great things
about working at Chevron
is that you have to be
multiskilled, so in recent
times I’ve been dealing with
petroleum resource rent tax
as well, which has been a
learning experience.”
Admitting to having had
thoughts of launching his own
business, Mr Cook concedes
that it was all about timing.
“You get to a time in your
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life when you’re married with
a young family and you choose
the security,” he says.
“My parents have had small
businesses and a good friend
of mine has a bookkeeping
practice, and they never
really switch off. And
accountants have been at
forefront of this whole COVID
crisis and while it would have
been really rewarding, it’s
extremely hard work as well
and I admire them.”
Mr Cook, however, admits
strongly considering
offering his services to small
business, especially on
specialist GST and FBT.
Alter ego
But in addition to his
professional life and corporate
job, Mr Cook is a big history
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buff, even obtaining a
Bachelor of Arts in History
from Murdoch University
in 2008.
“History has always been
the thing that I’d really like to
do. It doesn’t really pay that
well though,” Mr Cook jokes.
“To be brutally honest,
I don’t think I have the
intellectual talent to be a
professional in history.”
But these self-perceived
limitations didn’t stop
Mr Cook from completing
his first book, titled To Their
Credit: The Australian Army
Pay Corps of the First World
War. This book tells the story
of the financial administration
during the First World War,
the challenges faced and the
characters who worked in
these roles.

“I first read about the pay
corps in a book that I was
reading and thought what
do they do, so I started
looking into it. They’re the
guys that paid all the troops
and I found that there was
nothing recorded about
them. So, I thought there
must be a story here, and
there was,” Mr Cook recalls.
He says that while people
generally think of the pay
corps as a dry subject, there
are some really interesting
characters that deserved to
be storified.
“Just the way the whole
thing works is itself quite
interesting, because military
history is something I’m
interested in, but I’m also
interested in economic
and commercial history, so
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this has combined the two,”
Mr Cook explains.
“I think with military
history generally, it is
always about the great
battles or the infantry and
the great generals, which
is perfectly reasonable, but
a lot happened behind the
scenes and that story doesn’t
get told.”
He adds that this is
precisely why he felt it
was important to tell the
stories of the hard workers,
sacrificing their health and
sometimes their lives to
oversee the day-to-day,
financial costs of war.
Mr Cook’s book is planned
to hit desks by the end of
March 2021, in time for
Anzac Day. Asked whether he
considered a career in defence
accounting, Mr Cook admits
that staying close to his family
has always been key.
“I did consider joining the
Pay Corps back in the mid2000s, I got myself very fit
and thought I could do that,
but at the end of the day
the fact that I had a young
family…” he says.
“I’ve been very fortunate to
meet reserve members of the
Pay Corps and they’ve been
very busy, a lot of them have
been to Iraq and Afghanistan,
all sorts of places, and they’re
called on a moment’s notice.
It would have been great,
but at the end of the day I
thought no, and I’m glad I did
for my family.”
In his spare time, Mr Cook
is involved with Perth’s
Claremont RSL where
he performs the role of
treasurer, alongside helping
veterans access much needed
mental health support.
“Most of my time is spent
with my boys, alongside
walking my dogs and reading,”
Mr Cook says, and hints a
new book is in the works.
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A gift to small business:

KATE
CARNELL
Kate Carnell is a pharmacist by profession, but above all she is a
seasoned business owner. As she prepares to wave goodbye to the
ombudsman’s office, Public Accountant pays tribute to Australia’s
first Small Business and Family Enterprise Ombudsman – a
woman who will always remain the epitome of small business
| by Maja Garaca Djurdjevic |

M

s Carnell’s journey
as a small business
owner began in
Canberra’s Red Hill in 1981,
where she purchased her
first pharmacy at the young
age of 25. Only two years
later, Ms Carnell expanded
her portfolio with a second
purchase, and a third at the
age of 30 – this time with a
baby in tow.
Ms Carnell grew up in a
small business household,
with a front row seat to
the trials and triumphs of
running a business.
“I was always going to
run my own business. Small
business was a passion,
dad is an accountant, but
was in a domestic building
business with his brother
and brother-in-law.
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My brother is an accountant
and he also set up his own
building company,” she says.
“My son has run his own
restaurant for a number
of years. My daughter is a
barista, running her own
business. So that’s what we
do in our family,” Ms Carnell
adds with pride.
After 15 years in business,
when the Liberal Party won
seven of 17 seats in the 1995
ACT election, Ms Carnell
was offered the role of
chief minister.
“I went into politics
because I was president of
the Australian Pharmacy
Guild here in the ACT and
national vice president,
and involved in small
business associations. So,
I was approached to stand

for politics, I wasn’t in a
political party prior to that,”
Ms Carnell recalls.
“I was in politics for just
under 10 years, of which
just under six years as chief
minister. Since then, I’ve run
industry associations in the
small and medium space
and Beyond Blue, until I took
this job.”
Ms Carnell also held
the function of the CEO of
the Australia Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, but
to this day she remains on
the board of Beyond Blue.
The latter decision, she says,
represents a reflection of
her youth.
“Mental health is a bit
of a passion for me. I had
anorexia as a teenager, so I
know what it’s like to have a
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mental health issue. So, I’ve
always been pretty passionate
about doing everything I
can to help people who are
experiencing mental health
issues, and their families,”
Ms Carnell says.
As for her natural
evolution into the ASBFEO’s
office, Ms Carnell recalls her
initial reaction.
“I was approached to put
my name forward. Initially, I
thought no, I’m really happy
at ACCI, but then I had a
closer look and it just ticked
all the boxes,” she says.
“The role is a mixture of
advocacy and assistance. It’s
independent. The opportunity
to set up the office, to get it
going was really attractive.
I was lucky enough to be
offered the role and took it.
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Kate Carnell

Contents

Changing of the guard
The federal government has
named former small business
minister Bruce Billson to take
over from Kate Carnell as the next
Australian Small Business and
Family Enterprise Ombudsman.
Upon his appointment, Mr Billson
thanked Ms Carnell for her
unwavering commitment to the
small business sector over the past
five years. “Ms Carnell leaves a
lasting legacy, as a fierce advocate
for Australian small businesses
and a strong foundation to build
on,” Mr Billson said.

“I think the fact I had
a good knowledge of how
politics worked after being
in it for a long time, that
I ran my own businesses
for a long time and have
a very good background
in industry associations
and representative groups
bought together the three
parts – government, industry
associations and business
– gave me the skillsets they
were looking for.”
Reflecting on the last
12 months, during which
Ms Carnell’s efforts to
safeguard small business
have been amplified by
the COVID struggle, she
explains the importance of
planning in business and the
consequences of its absence.
“You just don’t plan to be
closed. You might never be
closed for a couple of days,
but you don’t plan to be
closed for the month and for
some businesses that was the
case. You certainly don’t plan
for some of the short, sharp
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lockdowns, the closures of
borders. You can’t plan for
that,” Ms Carnell explains.
Planning for the future,
too, has been stunted.
Ms Carnell’s COVID
recovery plan will play a
major role in her legacy,
along with a number of
other key contributions to
small business prosperity
such as her work on
payment times and
practices, the banking
enquiry and the removal of
unfair contract terms.
“I’m really proud of all
of that. In recent days, the
work we did on insolvency
practices, as much as we
don’t like to talk about
it, there are a lot of small
businesses that won’t
get through this and we
wanted to make sure
that the process that was
available for them was as
streamlined as possible,”
Ms Carnell says.
“I think we’ve made
a difference.”

Speaking about the future,
Ms Carnell says she will
forever remain an advocate
for small business, despite no
longer physically occupying
the office from 10 March.
According to media
rumblings, her role will
be handed over to former
federal minister for small
business, Bruce Billson.
“On 10 March, it will
be the end of five years.
I’m very hopeful that the
government appoints a new
ombudsman before that.
They have indicated that
they have someone in mind
for the role,” Ms Carnell tells
the Public Accountant.
“I will certainly work
with the incoming person
to ensure the work we’re
doing continues and it’s all
streamlined the handover,”
Ms Carnell confirms,
noting that she hopes her
successor will understand
the ultimate goal of the
office is to secure the best
outcomes for business.
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“The reality is, I loved the
role. I’m passionate about it.
I’m passionate about my staff,
who are amazing. When you
think of all of the things that
we’ve done and when you
think we’ve got about 25 of
us, all together, that’s a pretty
impressive output.”
Ms Carnell admits
that although she faces
imminent unemployment,
there are plenty of things on
her agenda.
“I don’t have a job to go
to. I am on a number of
boards, Beyond Blue and the
Australian Made campaign,
and I help a few little
businesses in advisory type
roles, so I’ve got a range of
things. I enjoy some of the
work I do in the defence space,
trying to help small to medium
businesses get defence work,”
Ms Carnell says.
“So, I might have a little
sabbatical and really focus on
my board and advisory work
and see what happens.”
She doesn’t know too
much more than that, but in
finishing our interview she
says: “I’m not retiring yet!
“I’m not going away. I’ll be
advocating for small business
in whatever way I can.”
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The mental toll the global
pandemic has played on an
accountant is not to be overlooked

According to government stats,
there are nearly 200,000 people
working as accountants in
Australia. With thousands of
new graduates and successful
completions of graduate
qualifications every year, it can
be hard to stand out in the crowd

Mental health and
accountants: How leaders can
get workplace mental health
and wellness on the money
by Dr Frank Chow

7 tips to enhance your
accounting skills in 2021

by Monarch Institute

64

How to choose the best
accounting software for your
Australian small business

Business
building

In this article, we’ll walk you
through a few of the most
important things to remember
when selecting small business
accounts software
by Monarch Institute

66

A wrap of the latest strategies,
insights and trends affecting your
business, as well as your clients’
or employer’s businesses

It’s all about the numbers, so
make that commitment
In the previous article we arranged
a Hot Date For The Accountant. I’m
happy to report the Accountants
Professional did in fact go on a date
with the Branding Agency. It was all
with the intention of investigating
new relationships that will assist
their evolution into the advisory role
by Luke Sullivan
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Mental health

THE ROLES require numerical
precision and accuracy,
which can be stressful
to some. In addition,
the ongoing economic
impacts of COVID-19 have
led many businesses and
customers into financial and
psychosocial difficulties,
adding more pressure to
the workforce. Over time,
this may lead accounting
professionals to develop
mental and physical health
issues such as depression,
anxiety and pain.

Mental health and
accountants: How
leaders can get
workplace mental
health and wellness
on the money
The mental toll the global pandemic
has played on an accountant is not
to be overlooked. Significant changes
and increasing demands in the
working environment have resulted in
a spike in mental health and wellness
issues for accountants
| by Dr Frank Chow |
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“DEPRESSION IS OFTEN HARD TO IDENTIFY FOR
BOTH THE INDIVIDUAL AND THOSE AROUND THEM”

Depression: Reduced
hours of sleep, lack of
appetite, losing interest in
activities, no motivation,
irritability, more
interpersonal conflicts,
difficulty concentrating and
performance reduction.

Identifying alarming
behaviour at work
To prevent mental health
issues from developing
in the workplace, it is
important to know how to
identify the red flags or
alarming behaviours early.
While symptoms might
differ from one person to
another, there are some
common cues business
leaders can encourage
employees to look out for
that could suggest stress
to the body and mind.

6. Support struggling
employees to reach out and
seek professional help
If you notice signs of
deteriorating wellbeing
within the workplace it is
important to seek help early.
Depending on the severity of
the issue, business leaders
should advise employees to
seek professional help if they
are struggling to find ways
to resolve their issue. When
it comes to mental health
and wellbeing, prevention is
always better than cure.

Anxiety: Sweating,
breathlessness, chest
tightness, nausea, vomiting,
diarrhea, and poor
concentration.
Physical: Sore eyes, neck,
shoulder, back, leg pain due
to prolonged sitting.
The volatility and nature
of work for an accountant as
well as their accountability
has been pressed further
by the pandemic leading to
an increased level of stress
with the potential to lead to
depression, anxiety and pain.
Depression is often hard to
identify for both the individual
and those around them as
it is not physically visible to
the human eye. Therefore,
business leaders need to
encourage employees to
monitor stress symptoms so
treatment can be sought early.
Formulating solutions to the
problems
As business leaders, it’s good
to note that any issues the
workforce is facing when it
comes to stress and mental
health can be tackled if
you implement the right
strategies and tactics to
mitigate these issues.
1. Encourage wellbeing
monitoring
Wellbeing monitoring is
paramount to ensure that the
situation does not worsen
and any identified symptoms
or issues are being cared for.
Wellbeing monitoring can be
done through regular selfchecks and understanding
how your body reacts to stress.
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Business leaders should
encourage employees to be
aware of these symptoms,
communicate their challenges
and act where necessary.
2. Improve physical health
Stress and mental health
symptoms tend to worsen
the perception of pain;
therefore, it is important to
monitor the body as a whole
both mentally and physically.
Business leaders should look
at encouraging employees
to maintain physical health
through a well-balanced
diet and exercise. Practicing
meditation and relaxation
techniques can also be
explored and implemented
individually or as a group.
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3. Foster social interactions
within the workplace
As social beings,
communication and
social interactions are a
crucial part of our lives.
With changes around
workplace arrangements
amid COVID-19, business
leaders should encourage
and enable employees to
have avenues to interact
with each other even while
working remotely.
Business leaders should
create sociable settings
through casual Zoom
catchups or, where possible,
face-to-face meetings, or
provide a safe peer support
environment for those who
are facing these challenges.
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4. Enable employees to
adjust workload
With working from home
becoming increasingly
normal, it is important for
employers and employees
to communicate regularly
to establish expectations,
deadlines and boundaries.
Where possible, the
inclusion of flexibility
concerning workload,
work hours and personal
or family obligations may
be beneficial.
5. Implement and
communicate available
resources
An Employee Assistance
Program or EAP is a workbased intervention program

created to help employees
navigate stressful life
circumstances. EAP is
confidential and paid for
by employers and is free
to employees. EAP is often
overlooked, however, the
valuable benefits EAP brings
to workplace mental health
and wellbeing should not
be overlooked. EAP aims to
provide preventative and
provocative intervention to
identify or resolve mental
health issues.
Once this is implemented,
it is the business
leaders’ responsibility to
communicate the offerings so
that employees understand
what resources are available
to help them cope.
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Accountants’ wellbeing is of
utmost importance
Mental health support for
accounting professionals
plays a pivotal role in
navigating the present and
upcoming challenges in
the workplace. Taking care
of your employees’ mental
health and wellbeing should
be one of your top business
priorities as business leaders.
It goes without saying that
the first step to achieving
work/life balance is to have
good mental health and
wellbeing. Be open to the
idea of exploring ways to
mitigate the risk to ensure
that the most important
asset to your business is well
taken care of.

Dr Frank Chow
director and psychiatrist,
2OP Health
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Follow @MonarchEduAus

BUSINESS BUILDING

twitter.com/monarcheduaus

Innovation

7 tips to enhance
your accounting
skills in 2021
(hint: they’re not all
about numbers…)

According to government stats, there
are nearly 200,000 people working
as accountants in Australia. With
thousands of new graduates and
successful completions of graduate
qualifications every year, it can be
hard to stand out in the crowd
| by Monarch Institute |

BUT WHETHER you’re going

for a junior role or an allrounder position, a promotion
or a partnership, the answer
might not be purely advancing
your technical skills. Here are
seven ways you can enhance
your accounting skill set.
1. Know how to talk
technology
Technology changes so fast,
even in the accounting sector,
that you’re not expected to
be an expert on all the latest
accounting and bookkeeping
software. What you do
need is to be open to using
different digital solutions.
This includes cloud-based
software, programs with
integrated apps, and anything
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that aims to automate some
part of your work flow. While
it might be challenging
to regularly update your
software skills, and scary
to embrace fundamental
changes to your processes,
it’s critical for the future of
your work as an accountant.
Other than being openminded, there are some
practical steps you can take.
Most major accounting
software providers offer free
online training resources,
so you can learn to use their
product correctly. Make time
to access and work through
these resources. You may
also be able to create alerts,
both within your professional
subscriptions and with online

news services, for articles
and press releases on new
innovations. This will help
you discuss relevant new
technology from a confident
and informed point of view.

“THE BASICS OF DATA ANALYSIS ARE EASIER TO
GRASP THAN YOU MIGHT THINK. IT’S ABOUT BEING
ABLE TO FIND THE STORY IN THE SPREADSHEET”

2. Understand data analysis
fundamentals
Even if you’re not a
specialist management
accountant right now, in
the future you will likely be
expected to interpret and
analyse the account data
you work with. This involves
understanding what the
numbers mean, identifying
significant patterns and
trends, and spotting
opportunities (or risks) well
in advance.
If all this has you thinking
back to some dreaded
stats class from your past,
don’t stress. The basics of
data analysis are easier
to grasp than you might
think. It’s about being able
to find the story in the
spreadsheet. Consider taking
an introductory short course
in analytics, or shadowing a
senior accountant or analyst
if you get the opportunity.
3. Master digital security
basics
This one isn’t exclusive to
accounting, but it is extra
important when you’re
working with clients’ sensitive
financial information. These
days, it’s not enough to leave
everything digital security
related to the IT department.
Everyone has a role to play in
keeping data secure, private
and intact. It’s about more
than not giving out your
username or password to
the software you use.
Looking for a starting
point? Try learning the
basics of:
setting secure passwords;
device security;
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engagement, and how to
have productive two-way
conversations with people.
Look for opportunities to
practice and demonstrate
your communication skills.
This may be through formal
training, or a workplace
project that requires you
to communicate with
colleagues, clients and/or
other stakeholders.

Wi-Fi security precautions;
cloud backup services; and
encryption standards
(especially for financial
services).
4. Learn the difference
between management and
leadership
Management and leadership
are two separate (but
closely related) skill sets.
Management is about
control and rationality
– things like making
rosters, checking reports
against KPIs, and watching
compliance with rules.
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Leadership is more creative
and nuanced; it’s more
about getting people
inspired, passionate, and on
the same page.
All organisations need
both managers and leaders
to be successful. If you
are looking to advance
your career and become a
manager or partner, you will
need formal management
skills, but you will also
need to develop your
leadership ability. Aside
from studying leadership,
you can start by thinking
about the attributes of the
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senior practitioners in your
workplace who are seen as
role models, inspirations
and uniting forces.
5. Prove your
communication skills
‘Communication skills’ aren’t
just about being able to write
or speak in an articulate
manner. Good communication
also involves knowing
when to communicate, how
(what channel), and how to
tailor your message to the
people you’re speaking to.
Strong communicators also
understand dialogue and

6. Diversify your experience
Some clients may prefer
to work with accountants
and bookkeepers who have
practical experience in their
industry. This is because,
amongst other things, it
helps them save a lot of
time translating different
industry terms and phrases,
or explaining their needs
and priorities. You can start
by tapping into your past
experience, whether that’s
part-time jobs, volunteer
work or a previous career.
Where previously you might
have left these off your
resume as being ‘irrelevant’
to your work, start to think
about how you can let
potential employers and
clients know about your
breadth of experience,
without detracting from your
achievements in accounting.
7. Be proactive about your PD
Most accounting and
bookkeeping practices,
especially those outside
the big international firms,
don’t have the resources to
create and fund customised
professional development
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plans for every employee.
However, new skills and
knowledge are still highly
valued when it comes to
selecting candidates for new
positions or promotions.
Practical experience matters,
and you can certainly learn
some things on the job, but
most mid-career and senior
practitioners have advanced
qualifications or further
certifications. This means it’s
up to you to be self-motivated
and proactive about your
professional development.
You can start this process
by asking colleagues and
mentors about their own
qualifications and training
pathways. That’s certainly
a good way to get ideas.
However, it may be more
efficient and effective to
do an audit of your own
accounting skills, against
those required for the next
step in your career ladder.
You may be able to do this
yourself, or with the help of a
career consultant.
If you’re looking for the
next step in your professional
development, and want a
formal qualification that’s
nationally recognised while
still being flexible and
practical, consider Monarch
Institute. Our education
provider of choice delivers
Certificate, Diploma and
Advanced Diploma programs
in a variety of accounting,
bookkeeping and related
paraprofessional disciplines.
Explore the options and
speak to a friendly course
consultant today.
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How to choose the
best accounting
software for your
Australian small
business
In this article, we’ll walk you through
a few of the most important things
to remember when selecting small
business accounts software
| by Monarch Institute |

CHOOSING ACCOUNTING

software that’s great value
for money is harder than it
looks. There’s no one clear
leader, tonnes of different
price points (and pricing
models), and different
functions. The same goes
whether you’re working out
a new digital solution for
a client, starting your own
small business, or upgrading
from Excel after years of
colour-coded spreadsheets.
It’s about finding what
delivers the best value in
terms of your efficiency
and effectiveness as an
accountant or bookkeeper.
What to consider when
choosing accounting
solutions
As a small business owner
(or agent, in the position of
accountant or bookkeeper),
you’ll want to look for digital
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tools that are scalable and
save you time. That rules
out a few software packages
that are only really available
to big business clients who
can spend thousands on
initial setup and monthly
subscription. Look for
software with no joining or
setup fee – or at least a fee
that won’t crash the cash
flow. In terms of the monthly
subscription, it can help to
think of it at least to start in
terms of hours saved. If you
can save at least a few hours’
worth of your time, or your
client’s time, then you’re off
to a good start.
It’s worth checking if
your client (or their service
provider) has a preference
of software. One party
may have software they’re
already familiar with
because it’s what they use to
enter data on a daily basis,

or because it’s what they
use successfully with other
similar clients.
Support is important
when you’re getting started
with a new accounting
software system. Even if
you’re a relatively techsavvy operator, there’s a lot
of work involved in training
every person who will need
to use the system to some
extent. There’s a bit of
admin involved in setting
up accounts, security and
permissions. You may also
have the option of importing
historic records from
another program, which
takes content migration
know-how. For this you’ll
want to make sure (in
advance) that the software
of your choice comes with
on-demand support on a
platform (online, phone,
in person etc.) that works
for you. Finally, you want to
make sure your accounting
software of choice ‘talks to’
other programs and tools
you’re using or will want
to use.
Integrating all your
hardware and software
It’s unlikely (if not
impossible) for you to get
all the software solutions
you need for a small
business from the same
provider. That’s because
as applications get more
specialised, and hardware
gets more advanced,
developers have to
concentrate their efforts.
For example, design and
creative programs are
separate to banking apps
and card processing units
– you wouldn’t get all three
from the same shop.
What this means for a
small business choosing your
own digital tools is that it’s
up to you to make sure that
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the hardware and software
you use works together
whenever it needs to. That
means that if one tool gathers
information and another
tool processes or stores the
information, the information
should pass between the two
without manual intervention.
For example:
Eftpos terminal >
point of sale software >
bookkeeping software
e-commerce back end >
inventory management >
accounting software
payment processing app >
accounting software >
banking app
Software providers will
usually happily advertise
what other major programs
their program works with,
usually under a subheading
like ‘integrations’ or
‘compatibility’. Here are a few
common integrations you’ll
want to check before you
make any commitments.
Communication platforms
You may be able to automate
more processes if your
accounting software of choice
can talk to the communication
platforms you use. For
example, some accounting
programs can integrate with
your email and scan through
to identify things like receipts
for expenses, so you don’t
have to manually enter small
items. Some communication
platforms that are used
for project management
can also export data. So,
for example, once a task or
milestone is complete and
the money becomes ‘earned’
(and therefore is accounted
for differently), the project
management software can
‘tell’ the accounting software
to make that change.

publicaccountant.com.au

Point of sale/e-commerce
software
If you’re running a business
where transactions are
processed though a POS or
e-commerce platform, your
ideal accounting software
should be able to import
sales data from your
sales software. That way
you’re not stuck manually
entering transactions,
or missing out details
captured by the POS
software that your
accounting software could
use for reporting purposes.

All major cloud-based small
business accounting software
providers in Australia offer
some level of e-commerce
or POS integration, whether
it’s an import option or
real-time integration. Just
make sure you check that
the level of subscription
you choose covers that
integration and, importantly,
the aforementioned support
service to put that integration
in place if necessary. And
make sure that if your
e-commerce platform or POS
software is listed as a ‘third

“YOU MAY BE ABLE TO AUTOMATE
MORE PROCESSES IF YOUR ACCOUNTING
SOFTWARE OF CHOICE CAN TALK TO THE
COMMUNICATION PLATFORMS YOU USE”
party integration’, that you
have the expert support or
the tool that you need to
connect the two.
HR and rostering tools
HR software is software
that automates, streamlines
and centralises any aspect
of human resources
management. This means
everything from onboarding
and payroll to leave
applications and rostering/

AUSTRALIA’S TOP FIVE MOST POPULAR ACCOUNTING AND BOOKKEEPING SOFTWARE

Xero
xero.com/au

publicaccountant.com.au

MYOB
myob.com/au

QuickBooks
quickbooks.intuit.
com/au

Sage
sage.com/en-au
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ReckonOne
reckon.com/au

scheduling. If you currently
use HR software to manage
staff, make sure it integrates
with your preferred
accounting software so
you’re not stuck manually
entering employee costs as
they are incurred and paid.
The top few most-subscribed
accounting software packages
in Australia are all created
by companies that also have
HR/payroll software.
This allows for automated
journal entries, matching
of payroll transactions,
and more. Generally, both
accounting software and its
integrated HR software will
have security permissions
that allow you to maintain
existing internal controls
over payroll processing.
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BUSINESS BUILDING

Check out previous issues online at:
publicaccountant.com.au/magazine

Hot date

It’s all about the
numbers, so make
that commitment
In the previous article we arranged a
Hot Date For The Accountant. I’m happy
to report the Accountants Professional
did in fact go on a date with the Branding
Agency. It was all with the intention of
investigating new relationships that will
assist their evolution into the advisory role
| by Luke Sullivan |

April/May 2021

learn what was said between
them both, right?! How late
did they stay out, are they
going on another date?
As we know, accountants
are one of the most trusted
professions... they don’t
kiss and tell. Though we
can reveal a sensational
time was had. This first Hot
Date really took off once
the numbers topic was
aired. It wasn’t long before
the Accountant realised
the Branding Professional
was also passionate about
numbers, and how they also
focus on figures that impact
an SME’s bottom line. I
know, hot stuff, right?!
In the time since this first
Hot Date the Accountants
Professional has expanded
their knowledge in new
technologies and marketing
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with relative ease, and they
couldn’t be happier.
Thrilling information now
flows freely between the
Accountants Professional
and their clients, together
discovering business
activities that will ensure
their business survives,
grows and performs.
The Branding Agency
referred the Accountants
Professional to Ceezar, an
online tool built specifically
for accountants to better
advise their clients on the
marketing and branding
function of the business.
Via this referral, marketing
advisory has become a
streamlined opportunity that
has been purposefully made
easy to learn through new
online platforms that help
their clients become digitally
savvy and brand aware.

publicaccountant.com.au
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“THE ACCOUNTANT REALISED THE BRANDING PROFESSIONAL
WAS ALSO PASSIONATE ABOUT NUMBERS, AND HOW THEY ALSO
FOCUS ON FIGURES THAT IMPACT AN SME’S BOTTOM LINE”
is a natural fit, with two
magicians working together
for a mutual value exchange
that is rich and useful for
their SME client.
While the activities
performed by the Branding
Agency end up on the
Accountants Professional’s
desk anyway, via Ceezar it’s
possible to bring everyone
together earlier in the brand
and marketing activity
decision making process.
Accountants Professionals
can instigate these
conversations independently
if needed, and transfer
complex digital and
technology strategies in easily
understandable product form
as advisory services.
It’s important to
understand, the Accountants
Professional need not be
an expert in brand and
marketing to accurately
advise their SME clients
on how and why they need
to digitise their business
to remain competitive and
efficient – just connected.
With technology moving
at such pace, it’s almost
impossible for the

Ceezar is a free service that
allows accountants to learn new
tech and marketing knowledge
so they can deliver their clients
better services to grow. Check it
out at ceezar.com.au.

Accountants Professional to
keep up, but here a solution
delivers the advisory
function in a viable capacity.
Any accountant who has
endured a few business
cycles would have managed
a negative churn of a client’s
numbers more than once. The
heartache and pain of a small
business owner who has hit
the rocks, or worse, had their
deck rot before their ship
comes in, is not a great call to
receive. This crisis can often
be averted by simply bringing
the Accountants Professional
into critical conversations
earlier where the ‘spending
numbers’ are concerned.
At some point these figures
will become the ‘reported
numbers’, and if the report
card is dire, it’s too late.
Start-up, growth or survival,
all very different phases
of an SME. It’s here the
Accountants Professional can
take a much more progressive
position at the start of the
BAS curve. Join the advisory
lead with the other business
professionals a client relies on
and become an integral part
of the forecasting numbers,
not just the reporting
compliance functions.
Accountants Professionals
are uniquely qualified to
deliver answers to tough
questions because of their
understanding of how the
numbers influence the
business and the actual
client themselves. This new
area of number management
is simply just a natural
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SO YOU’RE hanging out to

Ceezar is presented as
a low entry level form of
marketing advisory that
provides high impact results,
serving as a key function that
strengthens accountant/
client relationships. Here
the Accountant can generate
tailored reporting, select
marketing products and
receive the best advice that
assists steering their clients’
businesses through dark
times to brighter days.
This scenario wouldn’t
have been possible if the
Accountant didn’t step
outside the traditional beancounter bubble.
It took an upbeat attitude
to broaden networks and
push forward to seek out
this new opportunity. Now
suddenly, the Accountants
Professional is sounding
like a switched on youthful
digital native to their clients,
bolstered by the already
great tax advisory service
at play. Clients are now
awestruck and grateful that
their accountant can set a
refreshed business trajectory
that includes more than just
numbers compliance.
At the core of any
Accountants Professional is
an unequivocal dedication to
an SME’s numbers.
The binding element here
is that for the Branding
Agency – it’s often all about
the numbers, too. Success
being validated by data sets,
analytics and sales results,
derived from a core set of
acronyms like ROAS, CTR,
CPM and AOV.
What numbers reveal to
an Accountants Professional
and Branding Agency
are integral to the advice
and options presented
back to their clients in
the form of solutions that
provide survival, growth
or performance results.
Again, the relationship here

CELEBRATING
OUR WOMEN
– HEROES
How will you
help forge
a gender
equal world?
PAGE 36

ALSO
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ITS MEMBERS
PAGE 10

A MENTAL
WEIGHT
A Productivity
Commission
report has put
an alarming
figure on the
cost of poor
mental health
to the economy
PAGE 42
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A new year has dawned and the recovery begins.

THE PATH
OUT OF THE
PANDEMIC

With the first rollouts of
several COVID vaccines
underway around the
world, Australia will
follow suit very soon
PAGE 50

INTRODUCING
THE IPA’S NEW
PRESIDENT

Julie Williams is the new
president of the IPA. But Julie
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Missed part one
of ‘Hot Date For
The Accountant’?
Check it out in
the last issue of
Public Accountant.

extension of what is already
offered, it just sounds
and looks different. It’s
almost like marketing and
accountancy are of similar
function that should come
out of the same office.
The Hot Date For The
Accountant evolved into a
strong relationship due to the
binding love of numbers, and
from this both Accountants
Professional and SME client
benefit from this dynamic
pairing. Matchmaking is pure
efficiency in our modern age
and that’s all the Branding
Agency has done, match the
Accountants Professionals
with Ceezar to create a
symbiotic relationship for
our mutual objectives.
So, what are you waiting
for? Get your match made and
become a Brand Marketing
Advisory Accountant for your
clients in 2021.

Luke Sullivan
managing director,
COG Branding
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Get more expert insights at
publicaccountant.com.au/blog

360 DEGREES
Opinion

Timothy Munro
CEO and founder,
Change Accountants

Q. Do you expect the vaccine to be good
for Australia’s financial health and the
wellbeing of the business community?
April/May 2021
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Sheeja Kumar
managing partner,
Qualita Business Accounting

Edward Chan
non-executive chairman,
Chan & Naylor

Bring it on!

Keeping pace

Sigh of relief

Yes, definitely! The preliminary
indications from countries
overseas who have started
vaccinating have shown a massive
decrease in numbers of people
hospitalised from COVID-19,
and a massive reduction in their
likelihood to contract COVID-19.
While it will take a long time to
vaccinate everyone in Australia,
I believe we’ll start to see financial
benefits immediately.
We will (hopefully) see fewer
shutdowns of states – meaning
businesses can stay open and try
to get back to their normal trading.
Economic growth is always
dependent on positivity in the
business community. People tend
to spend more cash when they feel
positive and when they hear that
business conditions are improving.
While many businesses and
many people have been struggling
for a while, there are also a lot of
businesses that have been doing
very well and there is a lot of
cash sitting in accounts across
Australia ready to be spent in the
coming months.
We may end up seeing a tidal
wave of pent-up demand explode
across Australia if the vaccine has
positive results.
Bring it on!

Yes, I think the vaccine will
definitely help the business
community to thrive. Recently, I
was doing some reading and came
across this information from the
ABS that has been compiled up
to the end of December quarter,
the report talks about the state of
recovery of the economy.
The federal government
announced in its delayed budget,
it would start to return to
focusing on business stimulus
once the unemployment rate is
lowered to 6 per cent, according
to ABS it is 6.6 per cent as at end
of December 2020.
An interesting fact is that
revenues have been steadily
increasing since July 2020 and
businesses are hiring more
in December than in previous
months. It is really interesting to
see these positive changes.
Now with the introduction of
a COVID-19 vaccine to Australia,
I feel we will be able to keep up
with the momentum that we
have already gained since July
2020 and small businesses will
be able to run a successful and
sustainable business.

Australia has escaped the worst of the
pandemic through good management
from our federal and state
governments and, in the main, when
compared with other countries we are
ahead in both low death and infection
rates per head of population and our
economy is ahead of many countries.
Further, with the vaccine about to
be rolled out nationally we can look
forward to some positive news moving
forward. Generally, the stock market
is a pretty good predictor of where the
markets will end up, as it looks into
the future and we are seeing a strong
recovery in both the US and Australian
stock markets.
If we were to draw some lessons
from the past when the world suffered
the Spanish Flu in 1918 and 50 million
people perished, what followed was a
massive economic boom.
Coupled with that are governments
“printing” an enormous amount of
money and the difference between now
and the GFC where the money supply
stayed within the financial system.
This time around we are seeing
large scale infrastructure around
the world. We are also seeing many
large companies who held back
on paying dividends who are now
starting to pay these dividends to their
shareholders, which in turn will assist
the economy recover.
The Millennials are coming of age
and starting to consume such as
buying cars and houses and furniture
and electronics, and as a group they

publicaccountant.com.au
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are larger than the Baby Boomers who
instigated the last great boom coming
out of WWII. The coming of age of the
Millennials coupled with the internet of
things, artificial intelligence, 3D printing,
robotics, renewables, cryptocurrencies
and precision medicine will fuel the
Fourth Industrial Revolution.
A world post COVID will involve the
following:
1. A greater uptake of all things digital.
COVID fast tracked that transition
that had already started, but it moved
it at light speed where a large part of
company staff worked from home and
will continue to do so.
2. The evidence of this is the price of
real estate in the regions has boomed
as people find they can live further
away from the cities where homes
were more affordable and only come
to the city from time to time.
3. Post COVID most companies will use
a hybrid version of this where they
may spend a few days in the office
and the rest of the week working
from home.
4. Our clients will become more
accustomed to using video
conferencing such as Zoom rather
than coming into the office… this has
extended into other industries such
as telemedicine.
5. Even though herd immunity may get
achieved after several years of the
vaccine, many of the rules around
cleanliness will remain.
6. There will be increased cyber
security as COVID was a major
driving factor in the uptick of
cyber crime.
7. There will be a long period of low
interest rates and low inflation due
to technology advancements driving
down the cost of production.
We will all breathe a very grateful
sigh of relief when we can say we have
moved past COVID-19, but like any
major historical event we will see the
ramifications for years to come.
We just need to stay alert and
agile and be prepared to adapt to
the changes as we head into a very
different world post COVID-19.
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TECHNICAL
Contents

THE IPA
program
refocused
University provides new and exciting opportunities for members wishing
to satisfy the educational requirements of statutory registration; as well
as exposing all members to cutting edge concepts relevant to leadership
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SMSF auditors have been
witness to some outlandish
expense claims and get
frequently asked: “Can an SMSF
claim this as a deduction?”

To assist charities and professional
advisers working with them to
prepare their financial information,
the Australian Charities and
Not-for-profits Commission has
published a new best practice
guide for charities to report on
government revenue they receive

Trusts, estate planning and
disputes — Tips and traps
for dealing with trusts as
part of an estate plan

Introducing

Your new IPA Program; designed and delivered by the IPA and Deakin

72

by Steven Jell and Hayley Mitchell

Understanding the new best
practice guide for financial
disclosures for charities

by Anna Longley
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Expand deductibility for
education expenses –
Unequivocal yes, subject to
a few caveats

Technical

We are supportive of initiatives
that encourage individuals to
continue upgrading their human
capital skills over their working
life. In an ever-changing labour
market, few expect a job for life,
and it will be more likely that
individuals will have multiple
careers over their lifetime

Our technical section keeps you
abreast of the regulatory, legislative
and policy developments affecting
the accounting profession

by Tony Greco

development, people management, strategic planning and practice growth.

find out more
VISIT PUBLICACCOUNTANTS.ORG.AU/IPAPROGRAM
OR EMAIL PATHWAYS@PUBLICACCOUNTANTS.ORG.AU
publicaccountant.com.au
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TECHNICAL
Trusts

the power to remove
and appoint trustees
(commonly held by a
person referred to as
an appointor, principal
or guardian).

Trusts, estate
planning and
disputes — Tips and
traps for dealing
with trusts as part
of an estate plan

Opportunities to get it right
Regardless of whether
control is being passed
through the will or a
variation to the trust deed,
it is absolutely necessary to
read and understand:
the deed establishing
the trust and any
varying deeds;
the constitution for a
corporate trustee, and
voting rights attached to
the shares; and
the will – how the
shares in any corporate
trustee are dealt with
as well as any power
of appointment.

SMSF auditors have been witness to
some outlandish expense claims and get
frequently asked: “Can an SMSF claim
this as a deduction?”
| by Steven Jell and Hayley Mitchell |

FLEXIBILITY IS an inherent
feature of discretionary
trusts. However, this makes
it difficult to provide
certainty in how the assets
of the trust will be dealt
with after death. Generally, a
person will want their trust
to continue after their death
for the benefit of the next
generation rather than the
assets sold off or distributed
on death, particularly
where they have built up a
significant family business
in a trust structure.
Many are not aware that
the assets in their trusts
cannot be transferred
under their will.

April/May 2021

Control is key
The challenge for advisers
is to ensure that the estate
plan effectively deals with
transferring control of the
trust in accordance with the
client’s wishes. Depending
on the client’s strategy
and the level of risk of an
estate dispute, sometimes
it will be preferable to pass
control outside the terms
of the will.
To transfer the control
of a trust it is necessary to
look at both:
the succession of the
trustee (and shares in a
corporate trustee); and

Generally, the person
who becomes the trustee
or director of a corporate
trustee will have a
discretion as to how the
assets and income of the
trust are distributed.
In many cases, ensuring
that the shares in the
corporate trustee are
transferred to the
designated controllers will
not be enough to ensure
that those persons will
take control of the trust.
It will also usually require a
change to the constitution.
Most (but not all) trust
deeds stipulate that a
designated person (commonly
referred to as an appointor,
principal or guardian) has the
power to remove a trustee
and appoint a replacement.
It is common for trust
deeds to include default
terms passing this power
to the executor of the last
surviving appointor.
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But is this fall-back
position in line with what
that person intends?
The following are some
tips and considerations
when passing control
of trusts:
1. One option is to give a
statement of wishes and
directions to those who
have been nominated to
control the trusts. This
strategy may not achieve
the intended outcome in
all situations as it relies
upon the replacement
controllers willingly
upholding the directions
of their predecessor.
2. Alternatively, it is
possible to create fixed
entitlements for certain
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“DEPENDING ON THE CLIENT’S
STRATEGY AND THE LEVEL OF RISK OF
AN ESTATE DISPUTE, SOMETIMES IT
WILL BE PREFERABLE TO PASS CONTROL
OUTSIDE THE TERMS OF THE WILL”
designated beneficiaries.
Done properly, these
changes will not trigger
any adverse tax or duty
implications; however,
care must be taken
when implementing a
strategy like this.
3. There are also strategies
to separate control and
value between beneficiaries.
For example, leaving some
children in control of a
family business operating
through a trust (because

publicaccountant.com.au

flexibility to amend
the deed. Unless these
powers of amendment are
restricted, any plans put in
place before death may be
unwound later.

they have been working in
it) but leave some of the
value in the business to
other children.
4. Consideration should be
given to whether to include
provisions to reduce the risk
of the assets of a family trust
being dealt with as part of a
matrimonial property pool.
5. One aspect that seems
to be commonly overlooked
is that most discretionary
trust deeds allow a wide

When it goes wrong
Usually, the cost of
proactively dealing with
these issues now as part
of an estate plan will be
insignificant compared with
the costs later incurred by
the next generation, and
the time, effort and stress
involved with any dispute.
If you or one of your
clients has a trust as part
of their investment or
business structure, the
ongoing control of the trust
must be considered as part
of an estate plan.
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Steven Jell
senior associate,
Cooper Grace Ward

Hayley Mitchell
partner,
Cooper Grace Ward
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For more on charity info visit
www.acnc.gov.au

TECHNICAL
Charities

DONORS, FUNDERS,

supporters and the public
want to know whether a
charity received funds
from government, precise
government sources and
the amounts. Nearly half
of charity sector revenue
comes from the government
and, increasingly, people are
viewing financial details on
the ACNC Charity Register,
often to inform decisions on
charitable giving.
The guide, Annual
Financial Report Disclosures
− Best Practice, will help
charities provide useful,
consistent information,
enhancing transparency
and accountability across
the sector.

We recommend the
use of the disclosures to
ensure that the information
a charity provides in
its annual financial
report supplements and
corresponds with the
information it submits
to us in its annual
information statement.
This will improve
the consistency and
comparability of the financial
information available on
the ACNC Charity Register,
which had 3.2 million
searches last financial year.
And an added benefit of
disclosing such information
is that it may allow us to
explore more ways to cut
red tape for charities.

Understanding the
new best practice
guide for financial
disclosures for
charities
To assist charities and professional
advisers working with them to prepare
their financial information, the
Australian Charities and Not-for-profits
Commission has published a new best
practice guide for charities to report on
government revenue they receive
| by Anna Longley |
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We provide three
recommended disclosures
of government funding
in a charity’s annual
financial report.

“AN ADDED BENEFIT OF DISCLOSING SUCH
INFORMATION IS THAT IT MAY ALLOW US TO EXPLORE
MORE WAYS TO CUT RED TAPE FOR CHARITIES”

1. Disclose information
about the sources of
government revenue
For a charity that received
10 per cent or more of its
total revenue from the
government, it should
disclose the following
information about the
sources of its government
revenue:

the ACNC recommends
disclosing funding from
the government that has
been received but not yet
recognised as revenue.
To ensure the financial
statements are clear and
easy for users to read and
understand, we recommend
making the majority of these
disclosures in the notes
to the financial statement
rather than on the face of
the financial statement.
The recommended
disclosures are not
intended to replace existing
disclosure requirements
under the Australian
Accounting Standards;
for some charities, the
recommended disclosures
are already required.
Instead, they provide the
ACNC’s view of best practice
in disclosing this kind of
financial information and
encourage charities to adopt
this approach.
Consider these
recommendations as you
prepare your charity’s
annual financial report.

the total revenue it
received by each level
of government;
the names of the
government departments
or agencies from which
it received revenue (up
to 10), as well as the total
amounts it received from
each; and
the revenue from providing
goods and services to
beneficiaries who receive
related government
financial assistance (for
example, payments from
the National Disability
Insurance Agency).
2. Disclose economic
dependency on government
revenue
For a charity dependent
on the government for
significant revenue or
financial support, it should
include an economic
dependency note in its
financial statements.
3. Disclose funding received
from the government but not
yet recognised as revenue
For a charity that
prepares Special Purpose
Financial Statements
and does not make the
disclosures required by
AASB 15 and AASB 1058,
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Changing futures
Interplast Australia
sends teams of volunteer
reconstruction surgeons
and other health care
professionals to carry out and
teach medical procedures in
Asia-Pacific countries.

Anna Longley
assistant commissioner −
general counsel, Australian
Charities and Not-for-profits
Commission

Donate at interplast.org.au
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Work-related expenses

“TO PROVIDE EQUITY TO INDIVIDUALS WHO DO
HAVE EMPLOYER SUPPORT FOR RESKILLING OR
RETRAINING, THIS PROPOSAL IS IMPORTANT”

Expand deductibility
for education expenses
– Unequivocal yes,
subject to a few caveats
We are supportive of initiatives that encourage
individuals to continue upgrading their human
capital skills over their working life. In an everchanging labour market, few expect a job for
life, and it will be more likely that individuals
will have multiple careers over their lifetime
| by Tony Greco |

THE INCREASED rate

of globalisation and
technological change are
other drivers that are
contributing to the need
for continued upgrading of
skills. We take the position
that investing in oneself
is just as important as
investing in physical capital.
Our current tax
settings do not support or
encourage retraining and
reskilling once an individual
has commenced earning
an income in their chosen
field. We believe that the
tax system can play a
greater role in encouraging
individuals to retrain
and reskill to support
their future employment
and career.

April/May 2021

There are a number of
significant existing support
mechanisms for higher
education and retraining
(see Appendix A). We see
the proposal to expanding
education deductions for
individuals as adding to
the current support for
higher education, while
addressing a void in the
existing arrangements
for individuals who are
currently earning an
income and may be unable
to access any of the existing
support initiatives. For this
cohort, the existing tax
arrangements represent a
deterrent to reskilling.
Should the tax system
play a greater role to
encourage the retraining

and reskilling of individuals
is the question being asked.
The existing requirement
for a tax deduction is
limited to expenses in
gaining or producing
assessable income.
This limits deductions
to an individual’s current
employment activities that
either maintains or improves
the specific skills required
for that employment or
leads to an increased
income in the individual’s
current employment.
Education expenses that
do not have a sufficient
connection to an individual’s
current employment are
therefore not deductible.
We see this proposal
working hand in hand
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with one of the other
2020-21 federal budget
announcements, namely, the
exemption for FBT employerprovided education.
The government
intends to exempt from
FBT, employer-provided
retraining and reskilling
benefits to redundant,
or soon to be redundant,
employees where the
benefit may not relate to
their current employment.
This allows the employer
to bear the cost of retraining
and reskilling without
incurring FBT. Without this
FBT amendment, education
expenses not related to
an individual’s current
employment would be liable
for FBT.
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To provide equity to
individuals who do have
employer support for
reskilling or retraining,
this proposal is important,
to extend a similar tax
concession to individuals
who undertake further
education costs themselves,
by dipping into their
own pockets.
The benefit to an
individual of incurring
the cost themselves will,
however, be dependent on
the individual’s marginal
tax rate. Those on higher
incomes will receive a
greater benefit but this is
no different to any other
eligible deduction.
There are wellbeing
and economic benefits
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`

Education and training
expense deductions for
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that quality education
skills provide, which
generally outweigh the
cost of providing further
support. There is a strong
business case for providing
additional support
especially if it is directed to
areas where there is a skills
shortage. The IPA Deakin
research partnership
published the inaugural
Small Business White Paper
in 2015.

A whole chapter has
been devoted to skills and
human capital. Human
capital is the fundamental
driver of productivity and
hence our in-principal
support to this proposal.
There are strong linkages
between education and
entrepreneurial activity,
particularly for the small
business sector and the
wider economy.
The economy has been
savaged by the financial
impacts of COVID and we
are supportive of initiatives
that are aimed at improving
our productive capacity.
The recent federal budget
has put in place sizeable
tax incentives for replacing
physical capital. We see this
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proposal, in conjunction
with wage subsidies such
as the JobMaker Hiring
Credit, JobTrainer (extra
funding for free or low
fee extra training places)
and Apprenticeship Wage
Subsidy as providing
further support to human
capital. There are many
skilled individuals who
have been displaced and
can be easily re-deployed
into other less affected
sectors with retraining.
The proposal also bodes
well for individuals who
wish to continue to work
but for a number of reasons
may not be able to do so
(i.e. physical limitations,
age, mental burnout), and
need to reskill to remain in
the workplace by pursuing
a new career. There are a
lot of occupations where
the physical demands of
the job cannot be sustained
beyond a certain age, and
therefore retraining offers
an opportunity to extend
an individual’s working
life. This is particularly
relevant if we are looking
at stemming the tsunami of
Baby Boomers approaching
retirement in the
near future.
With international border
restrictions, overseas
immigration of skilled
labour will be significantly
curtailed. We need to
look at ways to add to the
supply side of the labour
market and this proposal
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Work-related expenses

APPENDIX A – COMMONWEALTH FUNDED VET
The table below details Commonwealth government concessions currently available for VET training – the
top half of the table relates to programs specifically for unemployed and low-income earners

can contribute to adding
capacity where it is needed,
if the tax concession is
appropriately targeted.

Commonwealth
funded program

‘The $250 reduction
in expenses for selfeducation be removed’
Self-education expenses are
broken into five categories.
If all of your self-education
expenses are ‘category A’
items, then you have to
reduce your deduction by
$250. However, ‘category
E’ expenses can be used to
offset the $250. Examples of
category E expenses include:
childcare while attending
self-education activities;
capital expenses related
to your self-education
such as the purchase of a
desk; and
fares, travel or car
expenses for these
journeys:
for work-related selfeducation, the second
leg of a trip if you went
from home to your place
of education and then
to work, or the other
way around.
if you receive a taxable
bonded scholarship and
are not employed by the
scholarship provider,
travel from home to your
normal place of education
and back.
Regardless of whether
the government proceeds
with this proposal, it is
an opportunity to remove
the current rule, which
requires individuals to
reduce their self-education
deduction by $250.
The concept is outdated
and does not serve any
useful purpose. Most
individuals allocate
costs that are not
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deductible against this
arbitrary threshold, so its
removal eliminates some
unnecessary compliance.
Existing support schemes –
Higher education and VET
(non-exhaustive summary)
The government provides
considerable support for
education. The tertiary
education sector comprises
higher education and
vocational education and

training. It includes public
and private universities
and non-university higher
education providers
(NUHEPs), and registered
training organisations
(RTOs), including private
and community providers
and state and territory
government owned technical
and further education
(TAFE) institutes.
The government has
bolstered its support to
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both the higher education
and VET education sectors
in its most recent federal
budget as part of its
economic response to
COVID-19.
Higher education
Commonwealth Supported
Places (CSP) are one of the
key government funding
programs that subsidise a
proportion of the cost for a
student to attend university.
publicaccountant.com.au

Brief description

Who it targets

JobTrainer

FREE OR LOW FEE - around 320,000 additional training
places in skills need areas including health, aged care,
disability care, IT and trades ($1 billion total in 2020-21
budget with $500 million Commonwealth input and
equal co-contribution from states and territories).

Job seekers and young people
including school leavers.

Adult Migrant
English Program

FREE basic tuition in the English language.

Migrants and humanitarian visa
entrants to Australia who are
receiving a Centrelink payment.

Apprenticeships
– Additional
Identified Skills
Shortage Payment

$1,000 to eligible apprentices at the 12 month point
and $1,000 on completion of apprenticeship (taxable)
– and only available for the ten identified occupations
experiencing national skills shortages. Eligible
employers also receive $2,000 at 12 month point and
$2,000 when apprentice completes.

For those undertaking an
apprenticeship (and their
employers).

Apprenticeships
- Trade Support
Loans

Loans for eligible apprentices to assist with everyday
costs during apprenticeships that lead to occupations
on the Trade Support Loans Priority List. Up to
$21,542 (lifetime limit in 2020-21) available over the
apprenticeship and paid in instalments. Loan is repaid
through the tax system once income is above the
repayment threshold.

For those undertaking an
apprenticeship.

Jobactive and
other employment
services programs

FREE access to fee-free VET courses and
occupational licences. Also help with resumés, job
applications, interview skills and job search.

Job seekers and those in
minimal part-time work.

Skills for Education
and Employment
Program

FREE language, literacy and numeracy training.

Job seekers registered with a
jobactive provider and receiving
a Centrelink payment.

Boosting
Apprenticeship
Commencements

100,000 new apprenticeships/traineeships 50 per
cent wage subsidy for employers who sign up
new apprentices between 5 October 2020 and 30
September 2021 ($1.2 billion in 2020-21 budget, capped
at $7,000 per quarter per apprentice/trainee).

Those wishing to undertake an
apprenticeship.

Disability
Employment
Services

FREE formal training and licensing courses to help
find employment.

For those with an injury, illness
or disability registered with a
DES provider.

Foundation Skills
for Your Future

FREE – supports participants in the workplace by
improving English language, literacy, numeracy and
digital skills to meet current and future skills needs.
($52.5 million over four years, to 30 June 2023.)

Those over 15 years old, not at
school, employed or recently
unemployed (within past nine
months), and not registered with
an employment services provider.

Skills Checkpoint
for Older Workers
Program (linked to
the DESE Skills and
Training Incentive)

Up to $2,200 (incl. GST) to fund suitable training
(accredited or non-accredited) for eligible participants
with matching contribution by participant or their
employer. (1 January 2019 to 30 June 2022 for up to
3,600 participants per year.)

For Australian citizens and
permanent residents aged 45 to
70, who are employed and at risk
of entering the income support
system, or recently unemployed
(within nine months) and
not registered through an
employment services program.

VET Student Loans
(VSL)

VSL assists eligible students to pay tuition fees for
approved diploma and above VET courses when
studying with VSL approved providers. Loan is repaid
through the tax system once income is above the
repayment threshold.

Students enrolling in
Diploma and above level VET
qualifications.
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In addition, the
government provides the
Higher Education Loan
Program (HELP). The
major category of loan
under the HELP scheme,
HECS-HELP, is available to
students enrolled in CSPs,
and covers most domestic
undergraduate and some
coursework postgraduate
students studying at
Australian universities.
Vocational education and
training (VET)
Australia’s VET sector
comprises over 4,000 RTOs,
including TAFE institutes,
private and communitybased RTOs. RTOs deliver
nationally recognised
training, including both
industry training and
private courses accredited
by VET regulators.
Australia’s VET system
provides training for a
wide range of workplace
skills and knowledgebased competencies for a
wide range of occupations,
through a variety of
training institutions and
enterprises. See appendix
A outlining support for
Vocational Education
and Training.
The government
provides a number of other
programs and assistance
to assist with education
and training.
Safeguarding the tax
system – integrity
measures required to
minimise opportunities for
tax misuse and abuse
Increasing the ability to
claim deductions comes
with a cost and therefore
there needs to be integrity
measures to ensure the
proposal achieves good
economic outcomes worthy
of the tax concession.
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Does your
insurance
fit your
needs?

Work-related expenses

“WORKPLACE DEDUCTIONS HAVE BEEN A
HUGE PROBLEM AND EXPANDING DEDUCTIONS
IS LIKE ADDING FUEL TO THE FIRE”

IPA Insure The experts in
insurance for
accountants.

Workplace deductions
have been a huge problem
and expanding deductions
is like adding fuel to
the fire. Under our selfassessment tax system, we
need to ensure that we have
the appropriate integrity
measures in place to deal
with individuals who try to
over claim any entitlement.
We also need to ensure
that individuals do not take
advantage of the relaxation
of the tax rules to engage in
lifestyle or personal choice
education courses that are
effectively being subsidised
by the taxpayer.
If this initiative is
implemented, a shared
risk approach with the
individual who proposes
to take advantage of the
concession is warranted.
One option is quarantining
half the upfront deduction
until the individual earns

income from an activity
associated with the
retraining. This ensures
that taxpayers do not wear
the entire cost of education
outlay in cases where the
retraining does not result
in the furtherance of a
new activity. Quarantining
is a pre-existing concept
familiar to tax practitioners
and currently applies to
non-commercial losses.
Further, for occupations
or vocations that are in
short supply, should we
allow the full cost to be
deducted upfront?
Something similar in
concept to the discontinued
457 visa system, where
an occupations list that
is updated to reflect
industry needs can be
maintained to facilitate
the supply side of the
labour market and to target
the concession to where

it may be most needed.
Courses with vocational
outcomes delivered by
education and training
providers registered
with the appropriate
regulatory bodies will be
central to ensuring the
integrity of the deductions.
Supplemented by our
existing substantiation
rules to ensure
appropriate documentary
evidence is available to
support the deduction,
goes without saying.
In summary, we support
in principle the proposal
to extend deductions for
education and training
expenses, subject to
appropriate integrity
measures to ensure the
policy objectives are
achieved. Incentivising
individuals to invest in
themselves is generally a
good thing, especially if it

leads to enhancing the
productive capacity of
our economy.
While we acknowledge
that the measure will
add more complexity to
the administration of tax
deductions, if that is what
it takes to encourage
individuals to retrain and
reskill, then, is it not just
as worthy as any other
eligible tax deduction?
In the meantime, we
will need to wait and see
where the government
takes this proposal.

Tony Greco FIPA
general manager of
technical policy, IPA

Insurance isn’t one-size-fits-all, and your accounting practice has specific risk management
needs other industries don’t. We have worked closely with the IPA’s advisory team to
provide the exact coverage your practice needs, from Professional Indemnity, Public
Liability and Cyber Crime, through to coverage for NDIS Plan managers, and registered
insolvency, liquidation and restructuring practitioners. Save time and money by speaking
with IPA Insure - the experts in insurance for accountants.
Get your quote today. Call 1300 413 143 or Email: enquiries@ipainsure.com.au
publicaccountants.org.au/IPA-insure
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